Preface

Over the years I have been spent an hour or two on Sunday mornings working on short essays and taking notes on interesting passages I have run across during the previous week. Some of these I have posted on social media, some on a blog and some for classes I have taught at the University of Michigan. Over time the number has grown enough to make it difficult to access and so have put many of the ones I could find into this one volume.

Most of the essays and commentaries are connected to academic scholarship in one way or another. The topics range from how to study and learn oneself to issues that teachers face in facilitating the learning of others. There is also much to learn from historical reflections on the history of science and some of the philosophical issues that they evoke.

In addition, the life of an academic — even a science academic — is centered on communication. One of our most important products is the delivery of the written and spoken word in a way that imparts maximal impact for constructive learning. For this reason there are several entries on Language. The Miscellaneous section also contains writings on communication and language issues.

Finally, there is a section on Success. I have heard some say that reading “self help” and “inspirational” books are not very useful, because all the power and motivation that you feel subsides quickly in time and you are left where you were before. Well, there is a simple remedy to that. Keep reading it! I find fascinating the stories of successful people and how they invariably keep pushing and pushing until they made it. I also find fascinating the social science literature on the traits of successful people, which, for example, teaches us that developing conscientiousness is one of the most important skills one needs to succeed. There is much more to learn from this literature that can positively impact others in unique and personal ways.

The reader will quickly see that this volume is mostly written with the student in mind. It is a privilege to be a professor at a major research university where so many excellent students come and go. I see so much talent around me, and wish to encourage them in their path of turning their talents into success. I am grateful to the many students and fellow colleagues who have inspired entries in this volume and who have contributed valuable feedback.

James D. Wells
Ann Arbor, July 2016
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Citation inflation and its remedies

The recent announcement from the ATLAS and CMS particle physics experiments at CERN that they might be seeing a signal of a 750 GeV resonance (i.e., new particle) decaying into two photons is very exciting. Much is being written on this potential signal for new physics. However, there is another phenomenon that is not new but is equally visible in the wake of this development. That phenomenon is citation inflation.

Citation inflation is when authors write a paper and reference many more papers than need be referenced, and often well beyond those they have even read or looked at. In the old days a reference to a paper was listed because the author(s) directly used a result for their present study, or the reference was acknowledged to be first to recognize some specific finding in the research field. Today references are added in the dozens in nonspecific contexts. For example, you may read in a paper a sentence like this: “Other studies [1-78] have addressed the possible interpretations of anomalous g-2.” And then in the references section of the paper there are 78 papers listed, numbered 1 through 78.

When Einstein wrote his theory of Brownian motion article he cited only two authors, himself and Lectures on Mechanics by Kirchhoff. Today, reference lists in papers much shorter than Einstein’s can extend into the hundreds of publications.

Origin of citation inflation

What is the reason for this inflation of citations? For one, science has progressed. We have many more theoretical physicists in the world than when Einstein was working, and many more publications. Perhaps the ratio of citations in individual papers today to those of Einstein’s time is consistent with the ratio of total number of papers today vs. then. However, even if this were so, it is unambiguous that the referencing today includes carpet bombing of marginally relevant papers compared to the referencing of yore.

A second and more insidious reason for this dramatic increase in referencing is that it is completely free to reference as many papers as you like. There is no down side to reference an even marginally relevant paper, but potential downsides if you do not — you may get an angry email asking why you are not citing their paper(s) even if they are only tertiarily relevant to your study. There is no reason to deny such giving in to such demands since there is no penalty today for citing an almost arbitrary number of papers.

Perhaps we as a community do not wish to rectify this problem. Citation inflation is occurring, yes, but with online articles it arguably does not matter that it takes up a
lot more space at the end of an article, and maybe readers want to see all the papers that are even remotely relevant to the subject.

However, there are at least two reasons why we may wish to bring this citation inflation under control. One, it becomes harder to evaluate the quality of papers upon entering a subject. In the limit that every paper is cited that is merely related to the subject at hand, citation rates for a paper further lose their correlation with quality. Second, it obfuscates the questions of prior art. The huge citation rates tend to obscure the people who first made significant observations.

**What to do about it?**

Perhaps these reasons are not strong enough to do something about citation inflation. However, if we do want to do something about it, we somehow have to introduce a penalty for over-citing. Two ideas come to mind. The first approach impacts one’s career metrics. The count for citations in your paper could be normalized to the number of references you have in the paper. For example, if you reference 50 people in your paper and your paper receives 100 citations, you get a “normalized citation metric” of 2 (100/50). Likewise if you reference 50 papers and your paper receives 10 citations you get a citation metric of 0.2 (10/50). This actually correlates quite well with the purposes of controlling citations and the identification of original papers. For example, very mature fields and review papers always have more papers that one really must reference. Yet, these are the most likely papers to not have much original thought in them. Therefore, the proposed “normalized citation metric” has additional value beyond stabilizing citation rates.

Another penalty that could be introduced is a “readability penalty”. Somehow your paper should become unreadable if you write something like, “And others have worked on this [1-78].” How to accomplish this? One way is to change the style rules of the articles. An effective style rule against such over-citing is that all citations must have author and year in the text itself and then the reference page at the end is in alphabetical order to find the details of the reference. For example, in such a style you would have to write “And others have worked on this (Weinberg 1964; Glashow 1962; Jarlskog & Yndurain 1972; …).” If you wanted to write out the citations for all 78 articles your paper would become totally unreadable. Authors are then forced to give up precious in-line reading space only to references that really deserve to be there. Some journals already have this style mandate, but it was formed well before the onset of citation inflation. Perhaps all journals should consider going to it.

(2016)
**English dominance may be hurting science?**

Globalization in the last few decades has only increased the power of English in international science communications. English accounted for less than two-thirds of all scientific publications in 1980 and now is over 95% [1]. The hold-outs are mainly regional journals that have no ambitions for a global audience.

Linguistic requirements on students have also changed. As a PhD student at the University of Michigan in the 1990’s we had to be certified with some competency in a foreign language. German, French or Russian were the only three that would count. I certified in German. However, most of my fellow students couldn't be bothered with the language requirement and were passed off for knowing a computer “language” such as C and fortran. It was a slippery end-around to a rule becoming quickly irrelevant, and a few years later the foreign language rule was scrapped all together.

**The rise of English**

The language of written scientific communication up until about the early/mid 18th century was largely in Latin, but local languages were becoming increasingly represented. By the mid 18th century scientists scrapped Latin and wrote in a “living language” they felt most comfortable with. English, German, Italian, French and Russian were all well-represented in the western world. English began to push out all others most notably after World War II.

And now today, in my entire career I have never been to a conference that was not in English, nor do I know anybody writing a scientific publication for general consumption in anything other than English. These are brutal facts about the current state of linguistic diversity in the scientific world, but an interesting question is if we are losing out by this lack of linguistic diversity. Some say we are.

**Supporting German**

In Germany there is a group called ADAWIS (Arbeitskreis Deutsch als Wissenschaftssprache) that laments the fall of German in scientific discourse so much that they have made a quasi-union of German-speaking scientists. In their guidelines document [2] they make the lamentations clear but also claim that the rise of English at the exclusion of other languages “limits the scope of intellectual inquiry and hinders cultural understanding and the anchoring of academic research in society.”

These points deserve reflection; however, I am skeptical of the second point. Although “cultural understanding” is great, and most of us are all for it, it is a comparatively weak argument that writing papers in German on Higgs boson decays
or RNA transcription is critical for that. The other two points they make are more important in my view.

**Knowledge is aided by linguistic diversity**

How might the rise of English “limit intellectual inquiry”. The group’s main complaint is that “knowledge depends on linguistic diversity.” For example, they say that “understanding is sharpened and deepened through a comparison of terms in different languages for similar things and concepts.” This argument is reasonable to me. Bilingual beginning physics students of physics can compare, as one example of many, “angular momentum” in English to “Drehimpuls” (turning impulse) in German and gain a modicum of more understanding from the exercise.

I also know that reading the excellent “Statistique Physique” by Diu et al. [3], which is not available in English, was somehow additionally enlightening in ways that I was not able to articulate as well as ADAWIS does: “Since reality is structured and represented in a different way in each language, the co-existence and competition between as many academic languages as possible must serve to encourage the generation of new insights”[2].

**Discouragement of talented non-English speakers**

The third reason to support research in the local language, to “[anchor] academic research in society”, is also reasonable to me. A society that speaks language A but requires everyone to communicate in language B, even for their own research funding applications, diminishes the identity and security of the country and their citizens. A country of 80 million such as Germany that at times does not allow its citizens to write exclusively in their own language in order to compete in a scientific discipline risks losing out on scientific talent that does not feel comfortable participating in that environment. Indeed, sometimes the greatest mathematicians and physicists are ones who struggle the most in language, and to add that extra required burden on them may weaken academic research in their native lands and globally.

**Rejection of cultural arrogance**

Despite seeing the large benefit in maintaining linguistic diversity, there is one claim I disagree with that is hinted at in different ways by fellow diversity advocates. I reject the claim that some languages are intrinsically better than others for scientific discourse, or any other discourse for that matter. It is cultural arrogance that is unlikely to be supportable in any significant way. Ralph Mocikat, the chair of ADAWIS, says, for example, “the augmentation [going from evidence to conclusions] is more linear in English-language papers, whereas the German grammar facilitates cross and back references” [1]. This is close to declaring German intrinsically better than English as a language, when the fact is that extremely articulate people in
English can do whatever extremely articulate people in German can do, and vice versa. The key is that they do it in their native tongues.

**Costs of language diversity**

In the limit that we all had an infinite amount of time, I’d highly recommend learning German or French or Russian and reading and writing science in those languages too. It is enlightening and beneficial. However, the big question remains of which costs are we willing to pay: the costs of striving to maintain linguistic diversity, or the costs associated with lack of linguistic diversity. The world has answered that question by giving up on linguistic diversity. Nevertheless, it is worth concerted effort to determine if we are all indeed losing out by the dramatic ascendancy of English.

**References**


(2016)
Max Planck confidently explaining a wrong theory of Uranium, 1929

Here is Max Planck confidently explaining Uranium in 1929:

“Uranium contains 238 protons and 238 electrons; but only 92 electrons revolve round the nucleus while the others are fixed in it.... The chemical properties of an element depend not on the total number of its protons or electrons, but on the number of revolving electrons, which yield the atomic number of the element.”

Comment: I have always wondered how scientists thought of complex nuclei before the neutron was discovered. This statement by Max Planck must have been the best idea going in 1929, and it makes sense at some level. Protons plus “inner” electrons together inside the nucleus make a massless combination like a neutron does, whereas the “revolving” electrons dictate the chemistry and the atomic number. Planck’s description of Uranium sounds perhaps too confident, and for that maybe he could be criticized. However, any claim in science such as this should be thought of as coming with an implicitly understood preface “Our best idea going, but which could change at any moment when somebody else has a better or more efficient idea that fits the data better, is the following.” I am sure Planck had this implicit preamble in mind when he wrote those words.

Reference
Max Planck. *The Universe in the Light of Modern Physics*. 1931, which is a translation of the original *Das Weltbild der neuen Physik*, 1929.

(2016)
University of Florida president rails against abuses in intercollegiate athletics and fraternities ... in 1920

Nearly a century ago President Albert Murphree of the University of Florida pleaded to his fellow university presidents to rein in football and fraternities:

“Now I come to the last menace to good scholarship that I shall mention. It is probable that the emphasis which is now placed upon extra-curricular activities is one of the most potent causes of low intellectual standards. Thoughtful executives contemplate only with alarm the abuses which have crept into intercollegiate athletics, fraternities, dramatics, social affairs and student clubs of every conceivable nature.”


**Comment:** For many decades we have had the same “menace” to universities, ever increasing in intensity it seems, and yet we have survived and people get educated. Perhaps stability has been maintained largely because of the constant vigilance by people like President Murphree and the core of students that are very dedicated to their studies. Yet, as always, balance is the key. Extra-curricular activities at some level are good for students to maintain health and vigor.

(2014)
Montaigne describes how students are to be taught to argue

“He should be trained to choose and sift his arguments with subtlety, also to be a lover of pertinence, and so of brevity. But above all, he should be taught to yield to the truth, and to lay down his arms as soon as he discovers it, whether it appear in his opponent’s argument, or to himself in his own second thoughts. For he will not be sitting in a professorial chair to repeat a set lecture. He will be pledged to no cause except in so far as he approves it; nor will he be of that profession in which the freedom to repent and think again is sold for good ready money. ‘No necessity compels him to defend all that is prescribed and enjoined.’”


Comment: Interesting to note that Montaigne (1533-1592) lumps professors in the shady lot of those that will never change their minds since they have “a set lecture” they must repeat. The quote at the end of this passage is from Cicero’s Academica II,3.

(2015)
Excellent scientists can have life balance

I came across this quote about the work-life balance of Joël Scherk, who was one of the leading talents of mathematical physics in the 1970s:

“He [Scherk] used to come to his office around ten o’clock. He then took up his pad and wrote continuously except for a lunch break up to five o’clock when he put down his pad in his desk and went home. In the evenings he often studied Chinese history or some similar subject very remote from physics.”


Comment: Joël Scherk was an extraordinary mathematical physicist whose impact is still felt by mathematicians, string theorists and phenomenologists despite his untimely death in 1980 at the very young age of 33. I am too young to have met him, but I have met his work. In his short career he published 8 papers that have over 500 citations and 27 papers with more than 100 citations. These were in the days where citations were harder to come by, no less. My intersection with his work has been mainly in the realm of Scherk-Schwarz supersymmetry breaking (Scherk & Schwarz 1979), which found a very nice application in supersymmetry compactified from higher-dimensional space down to 3+1. The idea is still used today to make interesting theories of weak scale supersymmetry (e.g., Craig & Lou 2014).

Students often ask me if they can be excellent scientists without 24/7 total absorption in their work, and have a life with other interests (family, hobbies, etc.). The answer is yes. The key is discipline and moderation, as this nice quote from Brink about Scherk exemplifies.

References

Craig, N., Lou, H.K. “Scherk-Schwarz Supersymmetry Breaking in 4D.”


(2013)
Successful people work insanely hard

Before students get too comfortable from my last missive “Excellent Scientists can have Life Balance”, here are words of advice from Ben Stein on what it takes to be successful:

“I know a lot of really successful people — in finance, in government, in politics, in Hollywood, in journalism, in literature. Their common denominator is a modicum of talent and a capacity and an eagerness ... to work like Trojans to get ahead. I don’t know of one really successful, famous man or woman who didn’t work insanely hard to get there and stay there.

“Don’t make excuses. Don’t shirk. Just get to work and stay there until it’s not work any more, but your life. That’s success in and of itself.”


Comment: There is no doubt that this is good advice, especially when you are trying to establish your career path or reach high education goals. However, despite the exaggerated word “insane”, I don’t think it is necessary to have an imbalanced life to be successful. As with most good things in life, discipline is the key. Working hard takes discipline and maintaining balance takes discipline.

(2006)
Wisconsin student not impressed with the flipped classroom

A student at University of Wisconsin weighs in on the “flipped classroom” in his school’s newspaper:

“The fact of the matter is that flipped lectures do not work. Video lectures alone cannot possibly replace traditional lectures because in order to create the most effective teaching environment, the professor must be able to have physical interactions with the student body as a whole. The professor must be able to read his audience while teaching the material, so that he can tell if his students are comprehending the information he is presenting. It is no question that the best professors are those who are able to sense a lack of understanding in his or her students, no matter the size of the class, and then make corrections to his or her teaching style as needed. When the professor is teaching to an inanimate camera instead of actual students, he or she essentially destroys the final step in the communication process: feedback.”

Phillip Michaelson, “Flipped Lectures: Do not pay thousands of dollars on glorified Khan Academy Lectures.” The Badger Herald, 13 March 2015 [link].

Comment: There is much discussion recently of fundamentally changing education from a traditional lecture by a professor to students watching videos and then asking questions later. This is the so called “flipped classroom”. Excellent students can do either model. Bad students do not succeed at either. It is the vast middle where the question is sharpest. Are flipped classrooms better? The jury is out. In time we will know. But one thing data seems to be saying now is that weaker students (but not “bad students”) may be at much higher risk for dropping out and not completing a course that has too much self-initiative required to watch videos and online material. The regimented and required time to meet of a traditional classroom may facilitate higher discipline and higher completion rates.

(2015)
Spring break can lower your IQ

Spring break is arriving for most students across the country. They may wish to keep in mind Telegraph’s curious report on the research of Professor Siegfried Lehrl at University of Erlangen on the ill-effects of vacation on mental acuity:

“‘Fourteen days of complete rest can be enough to bring your IQ down by 20 points – more than the difference between a bright and an average student,’ says Prof Lehrl. ‘Vocabulary shrinks, and we even detect personality changes.’

“So how can you negate the nightmare effects of your dream vacation? According to Prof Lehrl, you should exercise your brain on holiday for at least 10 minutes a day by playing an intellectually stimulating game (chess or Scrabble, for instance), mitigate inactivity with regular long walks, rehydrate constantly – and chew lots of gum. Gum? ‘The part of the brainstem that keeps us alert is constantly stimulated by chewing, as a result of which the attention level rises, as does the flow of blood to the brain.”


Comment: Hard to believe such things. Nevertheless, it is probably beneficial to keep up at least some reading and problem solving over an extended holiday. Forgot your books and class notes and don’t know what to do? Try reading online Feynman’s Lectures on Physics. Or you can just chew gum, but that’s not as fun.

(2011)
All explanations end with ‘it just does’

It is rather obvious but it is helpful to remind ourselves periodically that explanations only go so deep before hitting a wall, as Emmett explains:

“When we make the statement hedged about with so many qualifications it might be argued that we are making it a necessary statement by putting the necessity in; that we are saying in effect that if the wire is of such a kind that the other end will move when I pull this end, then if nothing happens to prevent it going so the other end will move when I pull this end, then if nothing happens to prevent it doing so the other end will move when I pull this. "We can couch the statement in such a form that it carries with it necessity or theoretical certainty, but the events which are being described are the events of experience. The fact that, usually, if we pull one end of a wire the other end moves is derived from experience and it is a fact which we come to see and absorb very early in life. As soon as we start touching or seeing material objects we experience events similar to this. And to the question Why it should happen no answer seems possible except that it just does. It is to events of this kind, the simplest sort of link in the chain of cause and effect, that all chains can be reduced and in terms of which they can all be explained.

“When we are investigating or analysing we want to postpone for as long as possible the answer ‘It just does — it’s a fact of experience — look around you and see.’ And indeed one of the main points of an investigation, of asking a ‘why’ or ‘how’ question, is to discover more intermediate links. But the answer ‘It just does’ is bound to come eventually.”


**Comment**: Children, who are naturally curious, always ask “why”. They ask “why” at every progressively deeper answer until their parents give up and say, “that’s just the way it is!” Maybe we should answer our children with a more pleasant response that keeps their curiosity strong. For example, when we get to this point we can say, “Nobody knows why. Maybe one day you will figure that out and can tell me.” I had an excellent science teacher when I was young that used to say that, and I felt so important that this teacher had the confidence in me that one day I could figure it out. He wasn’t angry or frustrated with the questions, but seemed genuinely interested in knowing the answers himself. I was fortunate to have him as a teacher.

(2000)
You can still succeed in science with a non-science background

Tony Leggett won the 2003 Nobel Prize in physics for his work on superfluid helium-3. Rebecca Tan interviewed him during his visit to Singapore last month:

Tan: “You took a rather unusual path to a career in physics, doing your first undergraduate degree at Oxford in classic philosophy, known colloquially as the Greats. If you could go back in time, what career advice would you give to your 17-year-old self?”

Leggett: “Do the same, I have no regrets at all. Had I gone into physics initially, I would have missed the enormous intellectual benefits I would have gotten out of my Greats education.”


Comment: Unfortunately the world is different now. Leggett describes in this interview how he was able to go into physics based on one individual seeing some promise in him despite having almost zero background. This was at Oxford in 1959. It is very unlikely that anything like that could happen today.

The implicit question that arises from Leggett’s response is whether we are greatly losing out as a field by not letting more come into the fold from alternative backgrounds. Smart people with different perspectives make a better and more energetic community overall. Who wouldn’t want to see what Lionel Trilling, or Maya Angelou or Edward Said would have produced if they had become physicists?

(2015)
Longhand writing better than laptop for note taking

“In three studies, we found that students who took notes on laptops performed worse on conceptual questions than students who took notes longhand. We show that whereas taking more notes can be beneficial, laptop note takers’ tendency to transcript lectures verbatim rather than processing information and reframing it in their own words is detrimental to learning.”


Comment: The implication is that the slowness of writing requires the brain to process lots of information into a smaller number of words that the student must come up with him/herself, thereby requiring more engagement with the material while being presented. Makes sense to me. It should also be noted that this is a study about today’s students who are much more used to the computer than to writing. The results would be obvious for people of my age, who grew up with more longhand writing, but I presume it was less obvious to researchers that the result would stand for the very young. I hope that means spiral ring notebooks will be around forever.

(2014)
Athenodorus teaches Roman Emperor Claudius how to write well

Robert Graves channeling the 12-year-old future Roman emperor Claudius describing his lessons on writing and communicating effectively:

“Athenodorus told me [Claudius], the very first day of his tutorship, that he proposed to teach me not facts which I could pick up anywhere for myself, but the proper presentation of facts. And this he did. One day, for example, he asked me, kindly enough, why I was so excited; I seemed unable to concentrate on my task. I told him that I had just seen a huge draft of recruits parading on Mars Field under Augustus’s inspection before being sent off to Germany, where war had recently broken out again.

“Well,’ said Athenodorus, still in the same kindly voice, ‘since this is so much on your mind that you can’t appreciate the beauties of Hesiod, Hesiod can wait until tomorrow. After all, he’s waited seven hundred years or more, so he won’t grudge us another day. And meanwhile, suppose you were to sit down and take your tablets and write me a letter, a short account of all that you saw on Mars Field; as if I had been five years absent from Rome and you were sending me a letter across the sea, say to my home in Tarsus. That would keep your restless hands employed and be good practice too.’

“So I gladly scribbled away on the wax, and then we read the letter through for faults of spelling and composition. I was forced to admit that I had told both too little and too much, and had also put my facts in the wrong order. The passage describing the lamentations of the mothers and sweethearts of the young soldiers, and how the crowd rushed to the bridgehead for a final cheer of the departing column, should have come last, not first. And I need not have mentioned that the cavalry had horses; people took that for granted. And I had twice put in the incident of Augustus’s charger stumbling; once was enough if the horse only stumbled once. And what Postumus had told me, as we were going home, about the religious practices of the Jews, was interesting, but did not belong here because the recruits were Italians, not Jews. Besides at Tarsus he would probably have more opportunities of studying Jewish customs than Postumus had at Rome. On the other hand, I had not mentioned several things that he would have been interested to hear – how many recruits there were in the parade, how far advanced their military training was, to what garrison town they were being sent, whether they looked glad or sorry to go, what Augustus said to them in his speech.

“Three days later Athenodorus made me write out a description of a brawl between a sailor and a clothes dealer which we had watched together that day as we were walking in the rag-market; and I did much better. He first applied this discipline to my writing, then to my declamations, and finally to my general conversation with
him. He took endless pains with me, and gradually I grew less scatter-brained, for he never let any careless, irrelevant, or inexact phrase of mine pass without comment.”


**Comment:** These are very good lessons on writing scientific papers as well. Among the writing sins implied above, repetition and getting side-tracked off the main argument are perhaps scientists’ biggest writing sins. However, repetition is often viewed as a good technique to emphasize the main points of the paper. Claudius, or rather Robert Graves, would disagree.

(2009)
Difference between a cathedral and a physics lab?

“What have we been doing all the centuries but trying to call God back to the mountain, or, failing that, raise a peep out of anything that isn’t us? What is the difference between a cathedral and a physics lab? Are they not both saying: Hello?”


Comment: It is often remarked that physics and mathematics are dreary subjects that are impersonal and lonely. Humans are a social species, who crave contact, discussion, gossip, and interactions of all kinds with people. History, psychology, social science, medicine, and law are all fields that “make sense” from this perspective. What drives the physical scientist and the mathematician? It is a craving to discover the “other” — that which is greater and more enduring than even our personal lives.

(2007)
Study of nature far superior to other human activities?

Cicero channeling Pythagoras on the value of studying nature:

“Some of us are enslaved to glory, others to money. But there are also a few people who devote themselves wholly to the study of the universe, believing everything else to be trivial in comparison. These call themselves students of wisdom, in other words philosophers; and just as a festival attracts individuals of the finest type who just watch the proceedings without a thought of getting anything for themselves, so too, in life generally, the contemplation and study of nature are far superior to the whole range of other human activities.”


Comment: It should be remarked that Cicero invokes Pythagoras here as getting it almost right, but later says that Socrates, whom Cicero deeply admired, had it right when he “took the initiative in summoning philosophy down from the heavens.” In the end, according to Cicero (On Divination, II), there is but one source of real happiness. It is the “proposition which brilliantly illuminates the entire field of philosophy — the proposition that moral goodness, by itself, is sufficient to make anyone happy.” Nonetheless, I’ve met many physicists who appear to agree more with Pythagoras than Cicero, and of course many who appear to agree with both. After all, the two are not incompatible.

(2015)
On eliminating the university lecture, from Nabokov’s Pnin, 1957

Recently there has been much discussion about radically reforming university education. Many of these reforms advocate the elimination of the lecture. The Atlantic magazine profiled last August the upstart Minerva Project, which is a “university” predicated on no lectures. This is thought to be revolutionary and new to our times.

However, anybody who has been in the education business knows that these ideas and close variants of them have been talked about and tried and abandoned and tried again for many decades, if not centuries. My personal view is that social science researchers’ ability to quantify the value of a proper lecture may be severely lacking. But that discussion is for another time. Instead, what I wish to do is demonstrate how long-standing this debate is.

At the end of this post I give an early reference from 1957 of professors discussing the elimination of the lecture. It is written by Vladimir Nabokov in his novel Pnin. Nabokov of course is the famous writer of Lolita and other outstanding literary works. He also emigrated to the United States and taught at Wellesley College and Cornell for more than 18 years. Pnin is a semi-autobiographical account of a Russian emigré literature professor taking up a non-tenured teaching post in Waindell College in New York. Timofey Pnin is lonely, devoted to his scholarly work, frustrated with his lazy American students, and somewhat clueless about the political machinations around him. Toward the end of the book he throws the academic party of the decade at his college, only to be told after it by a colleague that he will be out of his job by the next year.

It is at this academic party that three university professors at Waindell college get into a discussion about their frustrations in educating students. Hagen ventures after a few drinks to tell his colleagues his view that the lecture should be eliminated. Instead “phonograph records” should be made available once and for all. Not too different than us saying today that a video should be made once and for all, and no more lecturing (“flipped classroom”). It degenerates into teasing hapless Timofey Pnin, the host of the party, by saying, “The world wants a machine not a Timofey.”

Clements is the voice of teaching orthodoxy and his style is to put his own strong words into someone else’s mouth (Tom) and to make jokes to lighten the discussion (“We could have Timofey televised”). He ends the discussion with a dismissive “sure, sure” when Tom protests and implies that there is something to Hagen’s ideas of eliminating the “old-fashioned lecture.”

Nabokov was surely familiar with such debates during his time as professor at Wellesley and Cornell in the 1940’s and 1950’s. It is the same debate we are having today, sixty years later. Whatever position you might have on this question, keep in
mind that it is not a new debate, and there may be reasons why changes advocated by the Hagens of the world were not so quick coming.

Excerpt from chapter 6 of V. Nabokov’s Pnin, 1957 (character descriptions given in brackets):

At a still later stage of the party, certain rearrangements had again taken place. In a corner of the davenport, bored Clements [philosophy professor] was flipping through an album of Flemish Masterpieces that Victor [son of Pnin’s ex-wife] had been given by his mother and had left with Pnin [Timofey Pnin]. Joan [Clements’s wife] sat on a footstool, at her husband’s knee, a plate of grapes in the lap of her wide skirt, wondering when would it be time to go without hurting Timofey’s feelings.

The others were listening to Hagen [German professor] discussing modern education:

“You may laugh,” he said, casting a sharp glance at Clements—who shook his head, denying the charge, and then passed the album to Joan, pointing out something in it that had suddenly provoked his glee.

“You may laugh, but I affirm that the only way to escape from the morass—just a drop, Timofey: that will do—is to lock up the student in a soundproof cell and eliminate the lecture room.”

“Yes, that’s it,” said Joan to her husband under her breath, handing the album back to him.

“I am glad you agree, Joan,” continued Hagen. “However, I have been called an enfant terrible for expounding this theory, and perhaps you will not go on agreeing so easily when you hear me out. Phonograph records on every possible subject will be at the isolated student’s disposal …”

“But the personality of the lecturer,” said Margaret Thayer [wife of English professor Roy Thayer]. “Surely that counts for something.”

“It does not!” shouted Hagen. “That is the tragedy! Who, for example, wants him”—he pointed to radiant Pnin—“who wants his personality? Nobody! They will reject Timofey’s wonderful personality without a quaver. The world wants a machine, not a Timofey.”

“One could have Timofey televised,” said Clements.

“Oh, I would love that,” said Joan, beaming at her host, and Betty nodded vigorously. Pnin bowed deeply to them with an “I-am-disarmed” spreading of both hands.
“And what do you think of my controversial plan?” asked Hagen of Thomas [anthropology professor].

“I can tell you what Tom thinks,” said Clements, still contemplating the same picture in the book that lay open on his knees. “Tom thinks that the best method of teaching anything is to rely on discussion in class, which means letting twenty young blockheads and two cocky neurotics discuss for fifty minutes something that neither their teacher nor they know. Now, for the last three months,” he went on, without any logical transition, “I have been looking for this picture, and here it is. The publisher of my new book on the Philosophy of Gesture wants a portrait of me, and Joan and I knew we had seen somewhere a stunning likeness by an Old Master but could not even recall his period. Well, here it is, here it is. The only retouching needed would be the addition of a sport shirt and the deletion of this warrior’s hand.”

“I must really protest,” began Thomas.

Clements passed the open book to Margaret Thayer, and she burst out laughing.

“I must protest, Laurence [Clements],” said Tom. “A relaxed discussion in an atmosphere of broad generalizations is a more realistic approach to education than the old-fashioned formal lecture.”

“Sure, sure,” said Clements.

(2013)
Factors that determine success in learning

At the start of the new academic year many first-year university students will find that they must sharpen their study skills to be successful in demanding majors. I came across an edition of “Student Success” by Walter and Siebert (1990) which gives excellent advice to those who wish to “succeed in college and still have time for [their] friends.”

In their survey of the research literature they found ten factors that students should know when attempting to learn and remember new material:

“Information can't be remembered when it isn't learned well.”

“Recognizing the material read is not the same as learning for recall. Recognition is the easiest learning; recall, the most difficult.”

“You don't learn or retain information well if you are distracted. Noise, television, music, and people talking all divert part of your brain’s attention from what you are studying. Being preoccupied or worried can also distract you from learning and remembering.”

“Information does not transfer from short-term memory to long-term memory without effort, repetition, and practice.”

“Your memory of information lasts longer when learning is spread out over a period of time.”

“Your ability to remember information drops very sharply following the learning. Although the main points of a morning lecture may be recalled while talking to a friend at lunch, much of what was learned will be forgotten two weeks later. Only a small percentage of information is retained if you do not use it or practice relearning it.”

“Trying to learn too much information too fast interferes with accurate recall. The nervous system needs time to assimilate new learning before taking in more.”

“Information recently learned will be interfered with by similar information learned soon after. This is a process called retroactive inhibition, in which you have difficulty recalling new information too similar to other new information.”

“When you have an emotional dislike for the material being learned, you will have difficulty recalling it objectively and accurately.”

“Learning and remembering are less efficient when you lack interest in the material or motivation to learn.”
In addition to knowing what it takes to learn and remember new material, they also state that active time management is a key to success. Here are a few of the questions they pose that one should answer “yes” to in order to increase the odds of success:

• “Have I outlined a weekly study schedule for myself?”

• “Do I write out and follow daily time schedules?”

• “Is my study free of distractions?”

• “Do I avoid studying one subject too long?”

• “Do I record my progress at achieving study goals?”

• “When I achieve study goals, do I reward myself?”

Good luck students in the new academic year!
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In praise of theory and speculation

I once heard a famous and well-decorated experimental physicist say that experimentalists simply shouldn’t listen to theorists at all. Experimentalists should just measure and things will come what will, and they should pay no attention to theorists’ speculations and arguments at all when deciding what experiments to do.

I was very young and inexperienced at the time, but thought then as I do now that it was a dangerous and silly philosophy. There are so many examples of how it pays for communication to go both ways, theorists paying close attention to what experimentalists say and experimentalists paying close attention to what theorists say.

An example that I was reminded of recently is of an experimental collaboration that was building up steam to look for invisible orthopositronium decays. One argument was that the electron and positron could annihilate into extra dimensions. However, Friedland and Giannotti (arXiv:0709.2164) showed that such decays would be disastrous to supernova cooling rates, and that the proposed experiment was essentially guaranteed to not find anything. In other words, a waste of time and money, and a huge opportunity cost to the experimentalists involved. The anti-theory philosophy would say, “Don’t listen to those theorists! Just do it! Measure what you can and want to measure!” which would be clearly bad advice here. If there were infinite numbers of people and dollars, that might not do harm (I doubt it then too), but in the present world, it is more prudent to pursue our best bets, guided by theory.

Regarding best bets, it should be noted that the Higgs boson was pure speculation until it was discovered recently. It was, gasp, just a theory model! It had no direct experimental support, and alternative theories without the Higgs boson abounded. Yet, luckily, there were experimentalists who sorted through the alternatives to decide on a best bet, with theory guidance, and then designed fantastic detectors and experiments and search algorithms focused on finding it. Without that sustained dedication to this speculation they would not have succeeded.

And anyway, theory and speculations are what give joy to intellectual pursuits. Theory haters are unhappy people, and happy people are more productive, so unleash your speculations and theories. If you won't listen to me, let John Steinbeck (1969) encourage you:

“There are some people who deeply and basically dislike theories and are hostile to speculations. These are usually unsure people who, whirling in uncertainties, try to steady themselves by grabbing and tightly holding on to facts. Speculation or theory-making on the other hand is simply a little game of pattern-making of the mind. The theory hater cannot believe that is important. To such a person a theory is a lie until it is proven and then it becomes a truth or a fact. But there’s no joy in it.”
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Stanford University president compares American and German students, 1903

Having spent a lot of time at German universities and American universities, I was amused by a passage written in 1903 by Stanford University’s first President David Starr Jordan. Qualitatively I think some of what he said in 1903 applies today, although he was surely much too harsh on the German boys. It smacks of resentment that he really thought German boys were better than ours, and he tried hard to find reasons why we might be better, even though as a University president I’m sure he wished Americans were more academically inclined.

Also, I wonder if in 1903 it was the same as today, that American students and American education has a significantly higher variance than students and education in Germany. This is widely recognized today, but Jordan doesn’t mention that. I suspect that it was the case back then also – think Little House on the Prairie schoolhouses versus fancy New England Prep Schools. And the quip about American westerners being more broadly knowledgeable about practical things of the world still holds true today I think. In my extended family, Western Americans can change plumbing, build a deck, and replace a muffler, but Easterners have to call somebody when the refrigerator light goes out.

Here’s the passage:

“It is true that in the gymnasium [academic track German preparatory high school] students get on faster than in our high schools and preparatory schools. The German student is as far along in his studies at sixteen as the American at eighteen. This is due to the fact that American life makes more outside demands on boys than life in Germany does. The American boy is farther along in self-reliance and in knowledge of the world at sixteen than the German at twenty. The American college freshman, especially if brought up in the West, knows a thousand things, outside of his books and more useful, because more true than most of what his books contain. He can ride, drive, swim, row, hunt, take care of horses, play games, run an engine, or attend to some form of business, while the German boy cannot even black his own shoes” (Jordan 1903).
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(2011)
Advice from the Soviet Union on how to become a great physicist

Whatever you might think of the Soviet Union, they undeniably had incredible physicists. There are many reasons for this, but a culture of grit and personal determination to tackle physics problems on one’s own appears to me to be one of the key factors. To illustrate, here’s a quote from I.V. Savelyev, author of the three-volume “Physics. A General Course,” a successful Soviet-era textbook of undergraduate physics:

“The solving of problems will yield the maximum returns only if a student does this it by himself. It is often not easy to solve a problem without any aid or prompting, and this is not always successful. But even unsuccessful attempts to find a solution, if they were undertaken with sufficient persistence, will give noticeable returns because they develop thinking and strengthen one’s will power. It must be borne in mind that the decisive role in working on problems, as in general in studying, is played by will power and diligence.”


(2012)
University enrollment pressures of the 1930s and Kinsey's sexual revolution

America in the 1920s was one of the most fascinating times in our history, as we transitioned so rapidly from a backwards country to an intellectual, cultural and economic powerhouse. It was a time where freedom of individual expression was flowering, and cultivation of the individual mind was starting to be valued. It is no wonder to me that some of the first greatest physics results from America came in the 1920s. I think of the Davisson-Germer experiment published in 1927 (Davisson & Germer 1927) as one of the key scientific discoveries that roughly marks the beginning of top-flight American physics research. This particular result established for the first time that electrons act like waves, and was central to the development of quantum mechanics.

This rapid rise of the American higher educational landscape started in the 1920s. Many more students were graduating from high school than ever before (Kyvig 2001). This put tremendous pressure to expand universities, increase enrollments, and hire more faculty:

“By 1940, half of all eighteen year olds [obtained] a high school diploma, triple the percentage who had done so merely twenty years earlier. The increase in high school graduates together with the growing demand for better-educated teachers helped stimulate a significant rise in college attendance during the 1920s and 1930s. The overall enrollment grew from 600,000 to 1.5 million. Most of the enrollment growth involved middle-class students attending non elite public universities in the Midwest and elsewhere” (Kyvig:2001).

The schools in the Midwest were much larger than the east coast “elite” schools, and they also were co-educational, a somewhat new development in the country, as least regarding the magnitude of coeducational instruction.

“Like secondary schools, colleges and universities underwent curricular reform and expansion in the years between the world wars. As the number of faculty tripled, the variety of courses increased proportionally. Courses and programs in business, engineering, fine arts, and education and new approaches to the study of human society such as anthropology, political science, and sociology were added to the traditional arts and sciences, medicine, law, and theology. Courses [were] designed to prepare students for the ordinary routines of everyday life, gradually becoming as straightforward and frank as the popular Indiana University course on marriage begun by Professor Alfred Kinsey in 1938, also entered the catalogue” (Kyvig 2001).

I found it interesting that the big, practical courses that universities so often have now for younger students (freshmen and sophomores) were initiated during the grand expansion of the university curricula in the 1930s. I also did not know that Alfred Kinsey, who is most famous for his scholarly, yet bestselling, 1948 book
“Sexual Behavior in the Human Male,” was one of the leading “star professors” to develop a large enrollment course at Indiana University, as part of this new national trend.

Kinsey did not exactly stumble upon this role. He was led to it by a set of negative events outside of his control that he responded to positively:

“Kinsey was deeply disappointed that he was not offered a professorship at a more prestigious university. Perhaps because of this disappointment, Kinsey made an unusual career move in 1938: he agreed to lead a team-taught course on marriage and the family instituted in response to a student petition. High points of the course were Kinsey’s illustrated lectures on the biology of sexual stimulation, the mechanics of intercourse, and the techniques of contraception, as were his spirited denunciations of repressive laws and social attitudes. The Indiana students responded enthusiastically, and his course enrollments grew to 400 by 1940” (Brown & Lee 2003).

At the time he was initiating this course, and seeing the tremendous interest of the students in such “practical things” he shifted his research interest just as dramatically. As Brown and Fee tell us, “Kinsey now shifted his research focus as well, transferring his obsessive concern with variation among gall wasps to the varieties of human sexual experience. He required students in his marriage course to have private conferences in which they took their sexual histories. On weekends and vacations, he conducted similar interviews in nearby communities, and later in such cities as Gary, Chicago, St. Louis, and Philadelphia. In January 1948 [ten years after his course began], Kinsey and his collaborators published Sexual Behavior in the Human Male” (Brown & Lee 2003).

Kinsey’s highly recognized research leads Brown and Fee, and most others, to conclude that he was “one of the most influential Americans of the 20th century” who “helped usher in the ‘sexual revolution’ of the 1960s and 1970s” (Brown & Lee 2003). Thus, it appears that the enrollment pressures at universities in the 1930s, combined with Kinsey’s frustrated ego, made it attractive and possible for Kinsey to start his new career in frank sexual teaching and research, which ultimately influenced so many through his blockbuster selling books of the late 1940s and 50s, helping facilitate the rise of the sexual revolution decades later.
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Completing Hirsch’s h-index measuring scholarly impact

Ranking an individual’s research impact is very hard. Unfortunately that’s what administrators at universities and laboratories worldwide must do. Who should get more pay? Who should get tenure? Who is more impactful in the world of scholarship? It is seemingly impossible, yet we try anyway.

There is a temptation to take somebody’s entire research portfolio and boil it down to one number so that he or she can be ranked more easily with others. One approach is just to count number of papers published, but this makes no sense at all with the rise of “predatory journals,” and the willingness of many otherwise good journals to expand beyond reason to make room for low quality work beside high quality work.

Another number used in the past was total citations to research articles. Or in other words, how many times did somebody else write their own research paper and cite you in it. You are considered better if you have a higher number of citations to the body of your work. However, this isn’t fair to young people who have not been in the field long, and who have not accrued a large number of citations over time despite perhaps being much better than an older researcher.

Another measure to rectify that is average citations per paper. This doesn’t punish the young people as much, because if you have written 5 papers with 200 citations each on average, which makes a total of 1000 citations, it is probably a more impactful career, and a better scholar, than an older colleague who has written 200 papers over decades with only 5 citations each.

However, the problem with citations per paper is that an older person could have written a paper from 30 years ago and get a cagillion citations that accrue every year and not have to do anything more. Their career, and funding, and pay raises, and respect, would be based on interest payments of a good investment decades ago. That is not fair either.

And with this in mind Hirsch introduced [1] the “h index.” A researcher’s h index value is when they have written at least h number of papers with at least h citations for each paper. This is a nice compromise between consistent value and total citations. A researcher can have a huge number of citations accrued from a paper in 1977 but have a small h index.

The h index has taken universities by storm. Everybody wants to know a person’s h index as the most important single number characterizing their research impact. That is not to say that people do not understand the limitations. Some fields are huge with very large numbers of references in each paper, which inflates the h-index. Other fields have a huge number of authors, and get themselves on a quasi-
infinite number of papers (high-energy experimentalists), many of which they have barely read. Their h index shoots up all the same.

Even within a subfield you can have vast differences in how easy it is to get citations and increase the h factor. For a while in particle theory if you had the words “ADS/CFT” or “Neutrinos” anywhere in your title, it automatically meant 50-100 citations. If you ambulance chase — meaning you wrote a paper very fast on an experimental anomaly — you often get very large numbers of citations. That is playing out in the cosmology community right now. There is a citations bonanza for all papers discussing the tensor mode fluctuations of the cosmic microwave background radiation perhaps seen by the BICEP2, or perhaps not.

But do not get me wrong, I think “piling on” for an interesting theory direction or experimental result is entirely appropriate. Experiments cost many millions or even billions of dollars and when results come they should be payed attention to, and focus should happen. And when an incredible theory discovery like the ADS/CFT correspondence comes along, researchers should squeeze it for everything it’s worth. It is nobody’s fault, and it is not dirty, that citations come from this. Trends in research are healthy to really crush the subfield and get all the meaning out that one can. I get annoyed by people who think that a sure proof of original thinking is that nobody cares or cites the paper. (They usually don’t phrase it that way, but that’s the upshot.)

Anyway, on a recent visit to the University of Michigan Keith Dienes and I had a discussion about these matters. In the process he told me some of his very interesting insights regarding the h factor. He recognizes that the h factor as a single number measure of scholarly impact is perhaps better than anything else we have that is widely recognized and understood, but suggested how the h factor’s utility could be greatly improved or “completed” in a conceptually straightforward way. The fundamental observation he made, which is something a good physicist would think of, is that “numbers of papers” and “citations” are different units. The h factor assumes that the conversion between these two units is always 1, but there are circumstances where that is entirely inappropriate and the h factor then carries no worthwhile meaning. The conversion factor must be calculated for each field, and ideally for each subfield to really measure the impact.

He has been encouraged to write up these thoughts (including by me), since this is such an important consideration at universities these days. Now the paper has appeared on the arXiv [2]. Anybody who is required to think about how impactful researchers are across different fields and even subfields may find it very helpful to read this interesting and insightful paper.
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One of the things that literature can do that is hard to replicate otherwise is to give a boots-on-the-ground feel for what life was like in a different era. Being a professor, I am especially interested in what university life was like at different times and in different places.

Recently I came across Anton Chekhov’s fascinating 1899 first-person novella “The Dreary Story” about a distinguished professor of medicine, Nikolay Stepanovitch, reflecting on his life, and recounting the daily banalities near the end of his career. He chronicles his interactions with colleagues, his preparation and delivery of lectures, his thoughts on the value of education, his thoughts about who will become great researchers and who will not and why, and thoughts about students. It is a fascinating read for anybody involved in education, both students and teachers.

Chekhov was a physician by training, and was not many years removed from his schooling when he wrote this novella just shy of his 30th birthday. He also was a tutor for some time, and so had close contact with a multitude of students’s abilities, ambitions and life stories. The acuteness of Chekhov’s observations combined with his recent close connection to higher education adds interest for me in this story.

There is one section that is particularly interesting with regard to student interactions with the professor. It reports of a “sanguine youth” visiting Professor Stepanovitch during office hours, asking to be passed on an examination. Professor Stepanovitch denies the student a passing grade, and during the recounting of this appeal reveals to the reader his unflattering thoughts about the student: he is more interested in beer than thinking, has no real commitment to medicine, lies on the couch most of the day, and could tell you much more about “the opera, about his affairs of the heart, and about comrades he likes” than about his studies. There are any number of modern-day unproductive diversions for students that could substitute for what Chekhov meant by “opera”, such as following sports, pop stars, reality shows, movies, and other activities that have very little lasting value for the individual and present a huge opportunity cost when pursued to excess. Professor Stepanovitch’s thoughts fit well with what gives today’s professors concerns about some current students.

There is a moment when the student tries to give his “word of honour” that if he is given a passing score he will ___, but the student never finishes the thought, because Professor Stepanovitch has already waived his hands and sat down, signaling to the student that he has heard it before and he will not buy whatever the student is about to say. And what could the student have said? There are not many options. Perhaps the student is wishing to say, “I will keep learning it over time and will make sure that it never hurts my ability to practice good medicine. Just pass me on this last hurdle, and I will be on my way and make you proud. You’ll see. I promise.”
The professor will have none of that. It is often a young person’s fundamental confusion to believe that it is convincing to say “give me this thing I really want, and then I promise to do something good,” whereas life really works mainly in the other direction, “do something good, and then you will get something more.” Professor Stepanovitch ends his recounting of the office visit with a devastating unspoken send-off to the student: “Peace be to thy ashes, honest toiler.” He counts the student among the living dead, who will never understand and will never amount to anything.

It is a cynical story but presumably evokes well what Chekhov understood and saw in late 19th century Russia. So for all you students out there, if you eagerly sat through ESPN’s full coverage of “signing day” for college football, or if you are keeping up with the Kardashians, and you compromised success in the classroom in any way because of it, remember what Professor Stepanovitch would say, “Peace be to thy ashes.”

On the other hand, this story is from the perspective of a professor, who values, or at least has been conditioned over time to value, intellectual pursuits and academic success above anything else. There are more paths to a successful life than Professor Stepanovitch is able to admit, but he is surely correct that an imbalance of beer, “opera”, football, Kardashians, etc., are not compatible with the pursuits of higher academics or of intellectually intensive professions such as medicine. Young people have to choose.

(2013)
Heisenberg’s Failed Prophecy for Particle Physics

Prominent politicians and writers have opined recently that the era of fundamental discoveries in the physical sciences has ended. It is especially troublesome to hear related views expressed by some of our distinguished colleagues. Usually the attacks are toward one particular subfield by a member from another subfield. Particle physics has been just one of the targets of this confused thinking.

Extreme pessimistic views about science progress have been with us since the very beginning of science. Distinguished scientists in their later years are not uncommon proponents. One example is Werner Heisenberg's view of particle physics in the late 1950's and early 1960's. It is instructive to see how little the arguments have changed against particle physics over more than four decades despite the staggering accomplishments the field has made since then. Heisenberg’s fully developed views are summarized most succinctly in his 1963 talk, “The Present Situation in the Theory of Elementary Particles” delivered in Copenhagen.

Although Heisenberg did not have significant direct impact on particle physics progress in the post-war years, he was still an active researcher well into his sixties. His amazing pre-war discoveries in quantum mechanics put him permanently in the club of scientific genius and Nobel laureates who deserved to be taken seriously. Heisenberg's talk covered many interesting topics including the role of local field operators in any sensible axiomatic theory, the usefulness of symmetry classifications (isospin, parity, etc.), and the ubiquity of broken symmetries of the ground state. He clearly had an expert overview of the field.

Heisenberg was less impressive when he tried to extrapolate the current knowledge into a vision for the future of the field. A major theme in his talk was that the era of high-energy physics was over. Although he hedged slightly here and there on making this claim too strongly, he said it with as much force as an esteemed scientist can say anything speculative and still sound reasonable.

He began the talk by asking the rhetorical question, What is an elementary particle? The old answer to this question says that elementary particles are the smallest indivisible units of matter. The past brought the successes of watching bulk material reduced to atoms, atoms reduced to electrons and nuclei, and nuclei to protons and neutrons. The trend must continue indefinitely, it would seem to the naive observer.

But the reductionist trend has ended, according to Heisenberg. The "big accelerators" at Berkeley, Dubna, Geneva, and Brookhaven were only seeing more of the same stuff. The particles they were seeing were "not smaller units of matter", but rather "the same kinds of elementary particles." He admonished his fellow scientists to not think of elementary particles as a collection of fundamental building
blocks. Instead, they are “just different forms of the same ‘substance’.” He further claimed that all the elementary particles were likely to be merely stationary states of a “system matter” analogous to energy levels of an atom. “No distinction can be made in principle between an elementary particle and a compound system,” he claimed.

These perspectives, which he was quick to emphasize derive from experimental results, lead to an almost inescapable conclusion in Heisenberg’s view:

*If these results will be confirmed, it would mean that at the elementary particles we have actually come to an end in dividing matter. Any further ‘division’ or ‘splitting’ of elementary particles would not lead to new or smaller particles; it would be pointless to use higher and higher energies in collisions, because nothing new will happen.*

*This final result is not yet certain, but it looks rather probable. If it turns out to be correct, it would not mean that physics has been closed. Physics would be closed only at the limit of highest energies or smallest spatial dimensions. It would still be open in the limit of very large spatial dimensions (cosmology) or very large particle numbers (biology).*

Comments were recorded at the end of the talk, and Victor Weisskopf strongly objected to the view that high-energy physics was over. Weisskopf emphasized that “the universe presents us with possibilities that we just don’t know of.” Of course, we know now that Weisskopf was right.

Since that conference, quarks and asymptotic freedom have been discovered. The Fermi model of weak interactions has been pulled apart and explained by a spontaneously broken SU(2) gauge symmetry. More exotic quarks have been discovered, including the top quark whose mass is well into the energy realm where Heisenberg thought things would be uninteresting. Only very recently did we have well-posed questions about the origin of mass and gauge symmetry breaking, and it is widely agreed that present and future experimental pursuits will further enlighten us to answer these questions. We also believe we are making progress understanding how quantum mechanics and gravity coexist. The insights in particle theory have transferred over to cosmology, and vice versa, in completely unanticipatable ways from Heisenberg’s day.

In most ways our current situation in particle physics is much more interesting than the state of particle physics those many years ago. We have readily identifiable big-question holes in our knowledge that we are confident experiment can fill. It did not seem so promising in that era, where the elementary particles looked like an endless herd of cattle kept in line by a limping sheepdog named Regge Theory, yet only a decade after Heisenberg’s talk the Standard Model of particle physics was established.
Although Heisenberg was somewhat isolated by his own idiosynchratic theories, he was not alone in the general pessimistic view that future experiments were not likely to change the basics of our understanding. I see some parallels today. The overly confident optimist might be a little humorous, but the overly confident pessimist “runs a danger” as Weisskopf said after Heisenberg’s talk those many years ago. The tremendous knowledge we have attained regarding the high-energy domain in the last few decades came at least in part because Heisenberg’s bleak views in the 1950’s and 1960’s did not stop experiment.

For physicists like me, educated in the 1990’s, it is not much of an exaggeration to say that modern high-energy physics starts becoming recognizable around the early 1970’s. In Heisenberg’s era it was difficult to even recognize the questions that would become relevant for the later discoveries, much less be able to figure out the correct answers. Experiment was critical for progress, and future experiments at the frontiers of energy, intensity and precision will continue to stimulate deeper knowledge about the underlying laws of nature.

(2002)
Suggestions for How to Spell English in International Reports

Abstract: Globalization has created situations where collaborators across many countries write articles together. I have written some notes in a perhaps futile attempt to convince collaborators what spelling convention – “British” or “American” -- should be used. I review some fundamentals for the American and British conventions. The most challenging suggestion proposed to adherents of the British conventions is that, when given a choice, one should always use acceptable British variants that most closely match the American convention. For example, use ‘-ize’ rather than ‘-ise’ to end words such as ‘organize’. The most challenging suggestion proposed to adherents of the American spelling convention is that they should be much more willing to learn and use the British convention in global contexts. I have had to at CERN, and it didn’t kill me.
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Introduction

In a simple world an American scientist based in America writes an article for an American journal, using American English conventions. This is not our world. Americans are abroad. Collaborators are mixed among all nationalities. Institutions are transnational. English language publishers are global, and many are based even in non-English speaking lands.

The question of which spelling convention to use faces many when working in the international context. Although most international organizations edit for British spelling, there are many cases of ambiguity. These situations include a Brit preparing a talk for an American audience and vice versa; a Peruvian working with a German to write a paper for a Polish journal; or, an American working with a Brit to publish in a Dutch journal that has no prescribed style guide for usage or spelling. There are innumerable permutations of such conundrums.

Many Americans would say to just spell words like Americans do! After all they have more people, bombs, and money than the UK. Furthermore, there is precedence for the colonists overtaking the colonizers in dictating the new standard rules of language. A famous recent example is the "compromise" on Portuguese spelling forged by the Portuguese and the Brazilians and the other Portuguese speaking nations of the world. Basically, the Brazilians got their way on almost everything
and pushed around their former colonial overlords and the other smaller countries (Cabral 2010). Why shouldn't the Americans do the same?

There are two good reasons why it is awkward to force American English conventions on the rest of the world. First, Britain publishes more books per capita than any other country in the world by a large margin. Total book publishing is usually larger in the United States each year, but Britain is not far behind, and during some years even outpublishes the United States in total number (Goldfarb 2006). There is no clear dominance of American publishing over even just Britain.

The second reason to not try to thrust American English on the world is that its conventions are adhered to by a far fewer fraction of English speakers than British English conventions. I am speaking somewhat loosely, because no country outside of United States and Britain precisely adheres to American or British conventions, but the vast majority are much closer to the conventions of British English. Canada and Australia are two obvious cases that lean strongly British, given their amicable and more recent break from the empire. One must also include the billion people in India, who have their own unique and interesting style, but whose conventions are decidedly more British.

Furthermore, most of English speaking Africa sides with the Brits, and it is growing fast. Nigeria’s top newspaper, Punch (Punch 2013), employs British spellings as do most other sources in Nigeria. Nigeria is presently about 150 million people, which is about half the size of the United States. By 2100 its population should exceed 700 million, whereas the United States is projected to grow to less than 500 million. Even Tanzania, which is English speaking (and Swahili speaking) and currently has less than 50 million, will grow to greater than 300 million by 2100 (Population 2011).

There is a rapid explosion of non-American English speakers in the world, putting Americans and their conventions increasingly in the minority. Even their economic might is not propelling them to the majority of English language publishing. In this increasingly global world, Americans must adjust.

In this article I present suggestions for how to come to a decision on how to spell English words, and a short guide to the differences between the two main conventions (American and British English) for readers who are not familiar with them. Some of the American conventions and their allowed variants might be surprising for even American readers, and likewise for the British conventions for Brits.

**Deciding how to spell**

The first suggestion in deciding how to spell is to make a conscious decision to decide. Many articles in the physics literature have clashing styles. This is distracting, and readers may try to attach British spelling sections to some authors
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and American spelling authors to others. This is an unlikely goal of the authors. Furthermore, serious care in language usage gives confidence in the reader that the author has given serious care to the subject and wants to do his best to clearly impart his message. Spelling is an obvious indicator of this care. This has yet again been emphasized recently in the popular media with Jessica Lahey proclaiming in *The Atlantic*, "Yes. Spelling counts" (Lahey 2013).

The second suggestion is that publishers and audience are primary. If your publisher or audience has requirements (e.g., American spelling for Physical Review) or even strong expectations (e.g., British spelling for unpublished work intended for European advisory group) you should follow it, despite how awkward it might feel at first. Most often this rule is obvious and is not unnoticed. Oxford University Press generally is not going to be happy with American spelling, nor is Chicago University Press with British spelling.

Sometimes audience expectations can be subtle. Stephen Hawking’s slides for a public talk in Des Moines should probably be in British English, as the audience will enjoy the exoticism of the whole experience even more. On the other hand, an ex-pat from Bristol writing a letter to the editor of the Des Moines Register about unfair local water restrictions should do it in American English spelling.

As a third suggestion, if the publisher or audience expectations do not resolve the issue, then the decision should rest completely on author preferences. If universal agreement can be achieved then it is set.

So far these these suggestions are mostly intuitive and not controversial. However, if after all the considerations of the first three suggestions there is still no resolution for the convention, then my fourth suggestion comes in play and is perhaps more controversial: When in doubt use British English conventions, and in particular those of Oxford English Dictionary (OED 2009). There is simply no other source more recognized, of higher approbation, and more aligned with the majority of English speakers in the world than the OED.

**Defining the spelling conventions**

In this section I would like to discuss what I consider to be the most compelling conventions for American English usage and for British English usage, the two most
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used standards in the world. Of course, if the circumstances require the writer to adhere to another convention, those should be used and the appropriate style guides followed. For example, Canadian publications may wish their writers to follow spelling conventions of the *Oxford Canadian English Dictionary* (Barber 2005). Or Australians may require following *Macquarie Dictionary* conventions (Delbridge 2005).

*Webster: The American spelling convention*

American usage convention has many potential sources. *The New York Times Manual of Style* (NY Time 2002), *Chicago Manual of Style* (Chicago 2010), *MLA Style Manual* (MLA 2008), etc. and numerous other organizations publish their own style guides, which often include dictating that spelling be "American". They will sometimes provide some spelling examples that otherwise could be confusing. There is even a wonderful little book, often referred to as Strunk & White (Strunk et al. 1999), which has been a favorite of Americans for several generations now. However, that book is by no means prescriptive and exhaustive on spelling conventions.

With the goal of choosing a convention that is both American and complete, there is no better choice than Webster's dictionary (Webster 2002). For generations almost every American college student had Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (Collegiate 2008) on his or her shelf, which was the final say in all word definitions and spellings. The usage guide is also an overall standard in American language (M-W Usage 1994), although the more pithy Strunk & White was probably read more.

Henceforth we will call the American standard "Webster". Practically speaking, if one wants to check the spelling in this convention he or she need only consult the word on http://merriam-webster.com. Words that have different spelling conventions are noted in the online dictionary. In the Webster convention all variants that are labeled "Brit." or "Chiefly Brit." should be eschewed.

*Oxford: The British spelling convention*

As for the British spelling convention, there is no other source more recognized for British English than the *Oxford English Dictionary* (OED 2009). It is still the highest achievement among dictionaries of any language in the world today. Its influence is unparalleled. It is the obvious choice. For this reason I will call the British English spelling convention "Oxford".

We should remark that there are many Brits who are taken by the insight of Fowler's *Dictionary of Modern English Usage* (1965). The first and second editions were powerful books that held great sway over British writers. Much of it reflected Oxford University Press's conventions, and some conventions were later influenced by Fowler's entries. The more recent 3rd edition, updated by Burchfield (2004), was widely panned by scholars (Simon 1997), causing its influence to diminish. I would
just like to emphasize that whatever may or may not be said in the Fowler editions, the source to look to is the OED.

Henceforth we will call this specific British spelling convention "Oxford". Practically speaking, if one wants to check the spelling in this convention he or she need only consult the word at http://oxforddictionaries.com. Words that have different spelling conventions are noted appropriately. The word in question is always filed under its primary spelling, with the secondary alternative given in parenthesis. For example, 'organize' is defined under its primary spelling 'organize', and the secondary spelling is given in parentheses just below it as '(also organise)'. An unacceptable American alternative for British writers is prefaced by 'US'. For example under the definition of 'analyse' one finds '(US analyze)'.

**Choices for global English among the accepted variants**

Whether one chooses the Webster convention or the Oxford convention, there are still some choices to be made. For example, in each convention there are words that allow alternative spellings. I think it is a good idea generally to choose the spelling convention that overlaps with the other convention.

For example, Americans should spell 'catalogue', since it is widely used and matches the British standard. Likewise Brits should write 'realize' and 'organize' since it not only overlaps with the Webster convention but it is arguably the more acceptable way of writing it in British English, the '-ise' endings of such words being an unfortunate recent mutation. See the compelling discussion in Folwer (Fowler 1965) on this topic.

**Examples of American-British spelling differences**

Let us now end with a representative listing of spelling differences between American and British English among some common words. Some entries have a reference letter in parenthesis that indicates that an endnote to the listing has further clarifying discussion. Some of the words are different (aluminum vs. aluminium) which could be chalked up to vocabulary differences rather than spelling differences, such as truck vs. lorry, elevator vs. lift, etc. However, when the spelling is very close and it is a small variant, it is eligible to be included as an example here. This comment also applies to the different forms of the past tense for some verbs (e.g., burned vs. burnt).

The entry before / in the listing below is the spelling from Merriam-Webster (Webster convention), which is the primary American source. A second spelling indicates an acceptable variant. The entry after / is spelling from Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford convention), which is the primary British spelling source. A second spelling indicates an acceptable variant. The examples should be enough to get an accurate feel for the spelling differences to be applied to many other words not listed. When in doubt, of course, the writer should consult the dictionaries.
American English (Webster) / British English (Oxford)

airplane / aeroplane (but airport / airport)
aluminum / aluminium
analog / analogue
analyze / analyse (a)
apologize / apologize, apologise (a)
canceled / cancelled (c)
catalyze / catalyse (a)
catalog, catalogue / catalogue
center / centre
color / colour
coauthor / co-author (b)
co-owner / co-owner (b)
co-parent / co-parent (b)
copartner / co-partner (b)
cooperate / cooperate, co-operate (b)
defense / defence
dialogue, dialog / dialogue
estrogen / oestrogen
fetus / foetus
fiber / fibre
flavor / flavour
fueled / fuelled (c)
feuling / fuelling (c)
globalization / globalization, globalisation (a)
humor / humour
labor / labour
learned / learned, learnt (e)
leukemia / leukaemia
license / licence
liter / litre
maneuver / manoeuvre
naive, naïve / naïve, naïve
neighbor / neighbour
offense / offence
organize / organize, organise (a)
organization / organization, organisation (a)
paralyze / paralyse (a)
pediatric / paediatric
pretense / pretence
program / programme, program (computer coding) (d)
realize / realize, realise (a)
recognize / recognize, recognise (a)
reelect / re-elect
reelection / re-election
resource / resource
role, rôle / role, rôle
spelled / spelled, spelt
theater, theatre / theatre
traveled / travelled (c)
traveler / traveller (c)
traveling / travelling (c)
Web site, website / website
while / while, whilst (f)

(a) -ize vs. -ise and -yze vs. -yse (or rather -lyze vs. -lyse)
This is one of the thorniest differences between American spelling convention and
British spelling convention. Many Brits do not appreciate that words such as
organize and realize have a longer history with the -ize spelling and a more sound
etymology. Many Americans do not realize that words such as paralyze and analyze
have a longer history with the -yse spelling and a more sound etymology. The
Oxford University Press still prefers -ize endings for the appropriate words, as do
many other prominent English sources. A helpful rule to remember is that if the
stem can be completed also by -ism (organism), or -ization (organization), or by -y
(agony), the -ize ending is the correct form.

All words in American English ending in -yze generally follow from a different Greek
origin than words ending in -ize, and are universally rendered by -yse in British
English with no exceptions: paralyze/paralyse and catalyze/catalyse are two
examples. The helpful rule to remember here is that these words really have the
suffix -lyse, which is a distinctly different Greek etymology from the -ize suffix. Thus,
you can be sure that if the word ends in -lyze in American English it must end in
lyse in British English. Another helpful reminder is that if the stem can be combined
with -lysis to make a noun, the verb form -lyse is the only British option. American
convention dictates that analyze becomes analysis, which is awkward
etymologically, but nevertheless the convention.

(b) coauthor vs. co-author, reelect vs. re-elect, etc.
Americans generally do not like the hyphen in such words. However, when it is
extremely awkward not to, they do use it. This occurs when co- prefixes a word that
starts with an o. For example, co-owner is the required American convention. But
coauthor, codependent, coparent, etc. have no hyphen. I know of only three common
exceptions to this rule in American English spelling: co-brand, co-edition, co-parent.
British English convention is much easier. When the co- prefix means with, the
hyphen is always used to join it with a stem. Cooperate is one common exception,
where British English does not allow a hyphen.

In words beginning with re-, Americans do not have a hyphen, whereas Brits
generally do. With regard to re- and also co- prefixes, American conventions utilize
the diaeresis umlaut to separate the syllables of two adjoining vowels: coöperate
and reëlect are two examples. This convention is used famously by The New Yorker magazine. However, as a rule, Webster’s American convention does not allow it. A well-known exception is naïve, which is an accepted variant of naive in both American and British English conventions.

(c) traveled vs. travelled
For verbs that end in -el, such as cancel, travel, label, the participles and nouns are formed by keeping a single l in American English but doubling the l in British English: traveled/travelled, traveling/travelling, traveler/traveller.

(d) program vs. programme
There are several meanings of the word program. For all meanings the American convention is to spell it program. If the meaning is a set of instructions that a computer or machine carries out, an accepted variant in British English is program. It is widely used that way, and advisable since it adds clarity to language without inventing something people are not able to immediately recognize and understand. Americans should use these two spellings as well, but alas that is not the convention. For other meanings of the word, it is obligatory in British English to spell programme (e.g., exercise programme).

(e) spelled vs. spelt
The simple past tense and past participle of some verbs are regular in American English but can be irregular in British English, and vice versa. Generally speaking, when the American verb has a regular form and the British form has an irregular form, the regular form is acceptable in British English. However, American irregular forms generally must stay irregular, even if the British forms are regular. These should be memorized, and is one of the hardest tasks of a non-native English speaker to master. A rather exhaustive list of these anomalies are given below (Irregular 2013).

infinitive: American past, past participle / British past, past participle
burn: burned, burned / burnt, burnt
bust: bust, bust / busted, busted
dive: dove, dived / dived, dived
dream: dreamed, dreamed / dreamt, dreamt
got: got, gotten / got, got
kneel: kneeled, kneeled / knelt, knelt
lean: leaned, leaned / leant, leant
leap: leaped, leaped / leapt, leapt
learn: learned, learned / learnt, learnt
plead: pled, pled / pleaded, pleaded
saw: sawed, sawed / sawed, sawn
smell: smelled, smelled / smelt, smelt
spell: spelled, spelled / spelt, spelt
spill: spilled, spilled / spilt, spilt
spoil: spoiled, spoiled / spoilt, spoilt
(f) **while vs. whilst**
In British English whilst is used by some when it is being employed as a conjunction or adverb. This is more common to see in writing than in speech. Since while is more common in British English than whilst, and since it is common and accepted British usage, it is recommended to use this form.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, my main messages are

- Consciously decide on the spelling convention and do not mix and mash among conventions.
- Choose convention by audience expectations, with all the obviousness or subtlety that might imply.
- When in doubt choose British conventions.
- American convention should be Webster's (Webster 2002) unless otherwise dictated.
- British convention should be OED (OED 2009) unless otherwise dictated.
- Choose accepted spelling variants with a global, unifying outlook, such as 'organize', 'catalogue', etc.

Of course it goes without saying that content is more important than issues like spelling, but a consistent approach to usage conventions will be less distracting to the reader, enabling more concentration on the content. Writing with consistent convention tailored to the audience increases the readability and quality of the written work, and it increases the trust readers will have in the authors' carefulness, both in their precision of language and in the substance of their work.
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Cicero on cosmology in Roman antiquity

Cicero in about 50 BCE explaining the heavens:

“The universe is held together by nine concentric spheres. The outermost sphere is heaven itself, and it includes and embraces all the rest. For it is the Supreme God in person, enclosing and comprehending everything that exists, that is to say all the stars which are fixed in the sky yet rotate upon their eternal courses. Within this outermost sphere are eight others. Seven of them contain the planets; a single one in each sphere, all moving in the contrary direction to the great movement of heaven itself. The next sphere to the outermost is occupied by the orb which people on earth name after Saturn. Below Saturn shines the brilliant light of Jupiter, which is benign and healthful to mankind. Then comes the star we call Mars, red and terrible to men upon earth.

“Next, almost midway between heaven and earth, blazes the Sun. He is the prince, lord and ruler of all the other worlds, the mind and guiding principle of the entire universe, so gigantic in size that everything, everywhere, is pervaded and drenched by his light. In attendance upon the Sun are Venus and Mercury, each in its own orbit; and the lowest sphere of all contains the Moon, which takes its light, as it revolves, from the rays of the sun. Above the Moon there is nothing which is not eternal, but beneath that level everything is mortal and transient (except only for the souls in human beings, which are a gift to mankind from the gods). For there below the Moon is the earth, the ninth and lowest of the spheres, lying at the centre of the universe. The earth remains fixed and without motion; all things are drawn to it, because the natural force of gravity pulls them down.

Comment: This passage was originally written by Cicero sometime between 54 BCE and 51 BCE. The “Dream of Scipio” is in the last volume of his six volume set entitled On the State. Much of those six volumes is lost to us now. However, we do know that the device Cicero used was that of a conversation between Scipio Africanus the younger and others. The passage above is Scipio Africanus the elder coming in a dream to explain the heavens. It is a nice summary of what Romans of antiquity knew and thought of astronomy and cosmology. Of course, Cicero got much of this from the Greeks, but he had to synthesize sources and make decisions, especially on the ordering of the planets and the Sun (he sided with Pythagorus over Plato). Presumably he consulted with others as well, and it is fair to say that this is likely to be the Roman view of the cosmos in approximately 50 BCE.
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(2013)
Strict oversight at Collège de Dainville, Paris, 1380

Students in residence at the Collège de Dainville (founded in 1380 and part of the Université de Paris) were subject to very strict study rules:

“Day and night, until they go to bed, the door is not to be closed, so the master can visit whenever he wishes and so that the pupils will increase their zeal for study and fear to fall into idleness or bad habits. If he deems it necessary, the master shall be allowed to hold the key to each room.”


(2014)
Teach with enthusiasm and devotion

Some interesting advice on teaching from former president of Swarthmore College:

“Be sure you have in your faculty teachers of enthusiasm, energy, devotion to their calling, well trained in a knowledge of the subjects which they teach, who by example as well as precept instill lessons of continuous and fruitful work. If the teacher is half-hearted, dry and uninteresting, if he is not himself a student and a hard worker, there is little inspiration from such a teacher for effort on the part of the student. On the other hand, if the teacher never forgets the point of view of the learner, by always being himself a learner, has the vigor which comes from constant growth, and is as much interested in the development of intellect and character in young people as the botanist is in the growth of the plant, the teacher will place about the student the conditions for effort and offer an incentive to hard work.” (p.43)

“If the teacher is himself methodical and lays out the work of the student in such a way that he feels strongly that he has a definite piece of work to do today and he knows that he will be very definitely tested tomorrow by his teacher before the students on this work in the classroom, an otherwise indolent student will be spurred to work.” (p.44)
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Joseph Swain (President of Swarthmore College). “Methods of correcting or eliminating idle or unprofitable university students.” Transactions and Proceedings of the National Association of State Universities, 1903.

(2014)
Examine your students properly

Admonition about the importance of exams for students given by former president of University of Nebraska:

“Apathy about examinations is a crying evil. Some institutions only quiz, and do not, properly speaking, examine at all, neglecting a vitally precious mental discipline, that of acquiring master over subjects as wholes, and over parts in their relations to each other and to the totals. The examination of a pupil upon a large unit of his work is of advantage not merely as criterion of his diligence or proficiency, though it may and should be this; it is a pedagogical process of indescribable value, not to be omitted without cruelty to the pupil.” (p.26)
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(2014)
Higher talent required to explain broadly than to impart specialized knowledge

Former president of University of Nebraska talks about the skills needed to explain a topic broadly without specialized jargon.

“American universities present few courses of this most useful order. Learned men often seem to think it beneath them to construct general courses, a whim which Lombroso might cite as another proof that genius and insanity are twins. With all respect for microscopic specializing, earnestly to be encouraged in every way, I so far risk my life as to say that it takes higher talent to frame a good course on the salient facts and laws of biology as a whole, than it does to frame a good course on the possible significance of a suspected new convolution in the superior anterior lobe in the brain of a rare species of butterfly.” (p.29)
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Student evaluations of teaching are of limited value

Here are Stark & Freishtat’s conclusions that call into question the value of student evaluations of teaching (SET):

“SET does not measure teaching effectiveness.”

“Controlled, randomized experiments find that SET ratings are negatively associated with direct measures of effectiveness. SET seem to be influenced by the gender, ethnicity, and attractiveness of the instructor.”

“Summary items such as ‘overall effectiveness’ seem most influenced by 20 irrelevant factors.”

“Student comments contain valuable information about students’ experiences.”

“Survey response rates matter. Low response rates make it impossible to generalize reliably from the respondents to the whole class.”

“It is practical and valuable to have faculty observe each other’s classes.”

“It is practical and valuable to create and review teaching portfolios.”

“Teaching is unlikely to improve without serious, regular attention.”
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Advice on becoming a true scientist from Sinclair Lewis’s Arrowsmith

Sinclair Lewis’s most widely-read novels are Main Street and Babbitt. In both of these novels his main characters were pathetic participants of narrow-minded American suburbia. Mark Schorer, the eminent Sinclair Lewis scholar, reports that Lewis wrote his editor in New York, as he was finishing Babbitt in 1921, that in his next novel he would like his central character to be heroic. That novel was to be Arrowsmith. Published in 1925, it is a long reflection on medicine, science research, and the difficult search for true understanding untainted by fame, fortune, love, humanitarian endeavors and anything else that might detract.

Arrowsmith is one of America’s most profound works of fiction centered on science -- medical science in this case. Sinclair Lewis came from a family devoted to medicine. His father, grandfather, brother and uncle were all doctors. He contemplated becoming one himself. In preparing to write Arrowsmith, he spent countless hours with Paul de Kruif, an esteemed immunologist who had taught at the University of Michigan and had worked closely with such famous scientists as Jacques Loeb. Together they drafted a detailed fictional history of Martin Arrowsmith and his mentor, Max Gottlieb, who serves as the ideal of an uncompromising scientific genius. These fictional lives draw heavily on de Kruif’s experience with real colleagues that Arrowsmith scholars have taken great pains to identify.

Over 75 years after Arrowsmith was published, every professional scientist can still see the sharp commentary on the challenges and thrills of scientific research. The forces that pulled the struggling young scientist Martin Arrowsmith away from quality science research are very nearly the same forces that many experience today. The novel works not just because Lewis had extraordinary ability as a novelist, but also because Lewis interviewed de Kruif so thoroughly about the life of a research scientist and was able to bring that knowledge alive in an interesting fictional account.

Max Gottlieb, Arrowsmith’s mentor, is a unique character among prominent 20th century works of fiction. It is apparent that Lewis and de Kruif intended that Gottlieb embody the ideal scientist. He was a displaced German Jew from Saxony who demanded excellence and purity in science research, and who tended to denigrate people around him as hacks, including most Americans who had no patience for the “beautiful dullness of long labors.” Gottlieb’s implacable devotion to purity and precision led him to hate scientists who rushed unfinished work into publication more than he hated "the devil or starvation." He preached "the loyalty of dissent, the faith of being very doubtful ...." Arrowsmith fell under his spell, and worked the rest of his life, in fits and starts, to achieve the science ideal that Gottlieb exemplified.
When Arrowsmith first came to Gottlieb with a desire to work with him, Gottlieb wasted no time teaching Arrowsmith what it means to be a scientist:

There are two kinds of students the gods give me. One kind they dump on me like a bushel of potatoes. I do not like potatoes, and the potatoes they do not ever seem to have great affection for me, but I take them and teach them to kill patients. The other kind -- they are very few! They seem for some reason that is not at all clear to me to wish a little bit to become scientists, to work with bugs and make mistakes. Those, ah, those, I seize them, I denounce them, I teach them right away the ultimate lesson of science, which is to wait and doubt. Of the potatoes, I demand nothing; of the foolish ones like you, who think I could teach them something, I demand everything.

Arrowsmith did get the opportunity to work with Gottlieb, and labored many long hours in order to impress Gottlieb as much as any other reason. When Arrowsmith completed some experiments on a serum, he came to conclusions at odds with the prevailing views of science. Gottlieb challenged young Arrowsmith:

'Young man, do you set yourself up against science?' grated Gottlieb .... 'Do you feel competent, huh, to attack the dogmas of immunology?'

'I'm sorry, sir. I can't help what the dogma is. I only know what I observed.'

Gottlieb beamed. 'I give you, my boy, my Episcopal blessings! That is the way! Observe what you observe and if it does violence to all the nice correct views of science -- out they go! I am very pleas'd, Martin. But now find out the Why, the underneath principle.'

Gottlieb's pleasure was a jolt of adrenaline to Arrowsmith, who "trotted off blissfully, to try to find (but never to succeed in finding) the Why that made everything so." It is a sentence that accurately reflects the growing up of a scientist, who, when first experiencing success, thinks that answers to the big Why questions are only a few weeks away, but ultimately finds that progress is very slow for true understanding and progress.

Martin Arrowsmith graduates from college and ambles through several unsatisfactory positions, where he encounters the frustrations of dealing with simpletons, hucksters and materialists. He also finds nobody that really understands the way of thinking that Gottlieb had taught him. Despite the pressures to be more practical in his activities at the Rouncefield Clinic, Arrowsmith publishes his "streptolysin paper" in the Journal of Infectious Diseases. None of his colleagues read the paper or are impressed by his efforts. His spirits are lifted when he gets a letter from Gottlieb, who says that he has read the paper carefully and likes it. He
tells Arrowsmith, "I feel you should be tired of trying to be a good citizen and ready
to come back to work." He wants Arrowsmith to join him at the McGurk Institute in
Chicago. Arrowsmith does.

When Arrowsmith arrives, Gottlieb asks him what he wants to do at the
McGurk Institute. Arrowsmith responds, "Why I’d like to help you", but Gottlieb will
have none of that. "You are to do your own work. What do you want to do? This is
not a clinic; wit' patients going through so neat in a row!" Gottlieb explains.

Arrowsmith then tells Gottlieb what he would like to do, but Gottlieb is
uninterested in the details. Nevertheless, Gottlieb uses the moment as an
opportunity to teach Arrowsmith that although he does not care what he specifically
does, he is expecting Arrowsmith to share his vision of what it means to be a
scientist. Gottlieb delivers a long speech to Arrowsmith, which summarizes in the
most plain language what he calls his "religion of science":

To be a scientist -- it is not just a different job, so that a man
should choose between being a scientist and being an explorer or a
bond-salesman or a physician or a king or a farmer. It is a tangle of ver-
y obscure emotions, like mysticism, or wanting to write poetry; it makes
its victim all different from the good normal man. The normal man, he
does not care much what he does except that he should eat and sleep
and make love. But the scientist is intensely religious -- he is so religious
that he will not accept quarter-truths, because they are an insult to his
faith.

He wants that everything should be subject to inexorable laws.
He is equal opposed to the capitalists who t'ink their silly money-
grabbing is a system, and to liberals who t'ink man is not a fighting
animal; he takes on both the American booster and the European
aristocrat, and he ignores all their blithering. Ignores it! All of it! He
hates the preachers who talk their fables, but he is not too kindly to the
anthropologists and historians who can only make guesses, yet they
have the nerf to call themselves scientists! Oh, yes, he is a man that all
nice good-natured people should naturally hate!

He speaks no meaner of the ridiculous faith-healers and
chiropractors than he does of the doctors that want to snatch our
science before it is tested and rush around hoping they heal people, and
spoiling all the clues with their footsteps; and worse than the men like
hogs, worse than the imbeciles who have not even heard of science, he
hates pseudo-scientists, guess-scientists -- like these psycho-analysts;
and worse than those comic dream-scientists he hates the men that are
allowed in a clean kingdom like biology but know only one text-book
and how to lecture to nincompoops all so popular! He is the only real
revolutionary, the authentic scientist, because he alone knows how liddle he knows.

... But once again always remember that not all the men who work at science are scientists. So few! The rest -- secretaries, press-agents, camp-followers! To be a scientist is like being a Goethe: it is born in you. Sometimes I t'ink you have a liddle of it born in you. If you haf, there is only one t'ing -- no, there is two t'ings you must do: work twice as hard as you can, and keep people from using you. I will try to protect you from Success. It is all I can do. So I should wish, Martin, that you will be very happy here. May Koch bless you!"

Five minutes later, Arrowsmith finds himself alone in the laboratory, enraptured by the possibilities of his new position, and prays the "prayer of the scientist" that Gottlieb would have smiled upon if he had heard it:

    God give me unclouded eyes and freedom from haste. God give me a quiet and relentless anger against all pretence and all pretentious work and all work left slack and unfinished. God give me a restlessness whereby I may neither sleep nor accept praise till my observed results equal my calculated results or in pious glee I discover and assault my error. God give me strength not to trust to God!

Arrowsmith experiences both success and tragedy as a result of his calling as a pure scientist. He is committed to Gottlieb’s ideals to the very end -- it seems he has no choice. He also knows that there is little chance that he will make significant progress in revealing new science knowledge, but he finds a kind of solace in the attempt and the thrill of just maybe being lucky and contributing to something big. He was sustained by the encouragement Gottlieb gave him, "So many men, Martin, are good and neighborly; so few have added to knowledge. You have the chance!" It is a story every person who has (or had) aspirations of being a "pure scientist" can appreciate. It is a novel of deep reflection about the scientific pursuit that enlightens as much as it entertains.

(2011)
Professor von Jolly’s 1878 prediction of the end of theoretical physics, as reported by Max Planck

Abstract

It is provided here the original German and an English translation of a passage from a 1924 essay by Max Planck that reports a prophecy of the end of theoretical physics expressed to him by one of his esteemed physics professors, Philipp von Jolly, while Planck was attending the University of Munich as a student in 1878. The decades to come, which saw the revolutions of relativity and quantum mechanics, proved the prognostication to be misguided.

Introduction

Periodically there are unimaginative voices that declare we are in a very unique and special time of history. A time when fundamental science is over and all that is left is carrying out more precise measurements and applying already understood and known laws toward applied engineering problems. Invariably such pronouncements of the barren future of science turn out to be more of a reflection on the pronouncer’s mindset than on the actual prospects of future science progress.

Anyone who declared physics over in the 19th century was quite mistaken. What we know now would be mostly unrecognizable to the Victorians. General Relativity, Inflationary Cosmology, Nuclei, Atomic theory, Quantum Mechanics, Particle Physics, Quarks, Gluons, and the Higgs boson are just a few of the terms that evoke revolutions in our understanding of the natural world. All would be met with blank stares by even the best physicist equipped with only 19th century understanding.

In the present era we know about these revolutions in physics that took place over the last century, but some of the scientists those many years ago were not able to discern progress on the day to day level. They did not recognize that pushing hard to expand current understanding, whose benefit may go at an unrecognized glacial pace, will one day pay off. Measurements of progress can not be made easily in the course of weeks or years. The arc of truly meaningful discoveries is often only seen from a perspective of decades or more.

It is helpful to be reminded periodically of confident wrong predictions in order to inoculate ourselves against similar wrong thinking today. And the task of doing that was taken up by Max Planck in 1924, when he gave an address to the University of Munich entitled “Von Relativen zum Absoluten” (From the Relative to the Absolute). The passage below speaks for itself but let us say a few short words about Max Planck for those who are not familiar.

Max Planck was born in 1858 in Kiel and was educated at Friedrich Wilhelms University (FWU) in Berlin, where he was taught by several luminaries of physics
and mathematics, including Helmholtz, Weierstrass and Kirchhoff. After defending his habilitation thesis in 1880 he became Privatdozent in Munich and ultimately made his way back to Berlin where he became a full professor in 1892 at the age of 34. He retired from FWU Berlin in 1926. He is most known today for his work in 1900 explaining black body radiation. His quantization ideas heralded the beginning of the quantum mechanics era which brought revolutions of basic science insight and applied science applications to the world. He also was a philosophical thinker and his ideas and approach to science were influential in the early 20th century.

In the passage below Planck refers to Prof. Philipp von Jolly (1809-1884). Unfortunately for von Jolly, he is most known today for his comments to Planck in 1878, near the end of von Jolly’s career, regarding the end of physics. However, von Jolly’s career was also illustrious, having made important contributions to the fields of gravitation and osmosis science. The esteem in which he was held among those in the scholarly community is evidenced by his knighthood in 1854. As we see, even knighted, respected scholars can be wrong, especially when prophesying that the future (no new science) will be fundamentally different than the past (continual new science breakthroughs).

In the next two sections the original German version and English translation of the quote by Planck is presented. As mentioned above, this comes from his talk “Vom Relativen zum Absoluten” in 1924 which is reprinted on pp. 128-146 of Planck (1933).

**Passage in the Original German**

“Als ich meine physikalischen Studien begann und bei meinem ehrwürdigen Lehrer Philipp v. Jolly wegen der Bedingungen und Aussichten meines Studiums mir Rat erholte, schilderte mir dieser die Physik als eine hochentwickelte, nahezu voll ausgereifte Wissenschaft, die nunmehr, nachdem ihr durch die Entdeckung des Prinzips der Erhaltung der Energie gewissermaßen die Krone aufgesetzt sei, wohl bald ihre endgültige stabile Form angenommen haben würde. Wohl gäbe es vielleicht in einem oder dem anderen Winkel noch ein Stäubchen oder ein Bläschen zu prüfen und einzuordnen, aber das System als Ganzes stehe ziemlich gesichert da, und die theoretische Physik nähere sich merklich demjenigen Grade der Vollendung, wie ihn etwa die Geometrie schon seit Jahrhunderten besitze. Das war vor fünfzig Jahren die Anschauung eines auf der Höhe der Zeit stehenden Physikers.”

**English Translation of the Passage**

“As I began my university studies I asked my venerable teacher Philipp von Jolly for advice regarding the conditions and prospects of my chosen field of study. He described physics to me as a highly developed, nearly fully matured science, that through the crowning achievement of the discovery of the principle of conservation of energy it will arguably soon take its final stable form. It may yet keep going in one corner or another, scrutinizing or putting in order a jot here and a tittle there, but
the system as a whole is secured, and theoretical physics is noticeably approaching its completion to the same degree as geometry did centuries ago. That was the view fifty years ago of a respected physicist at the time.”

Acknowledgments: I wish to thank G. Knodel and T. Rindler-Daller for helpful discussions.
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Reprehensible Behavior in a Large Population Theorem

Reprehensible Behavior in a Large Population Theorem:

Consider any imaginable reprehensible behavior(s) X. As the population N tends toward the large-N limit, there exist people doing X. In the limit that the population N goes to infinity there are an infinite number of people doing X.

RB Sub-Population Corollary:

Any sub-population N’ of N, which is a finite non-zero fraction of N, satisfies the above theorem.

Selective Propaganda Proposition:

Since X will happen in a large population, a news agency or news aggregate or social media activist can paint a sub-population N’ as degenerates doing X at an arbitrarily high rate by running stories of N’ only doing X.

Theorem Generalizations:

The RBLP theorem could just as easily be valid when replacing “Reprehensible” with “Impressive” and everything carries forward. You can make a sub-population look like supermen and superwomen by only running stories of them demonstrating some amazing, impressive behavior.

Indeed, X could be any characteristic and the theorems, corollary and proposition would be just as valid. Understanding these are the key to manipulation of an audience.

(2016)
Breakdown of the 1994 Agreed Framework between the United States and North Korea

There is much talk about the failed 1994 Agreed Framework [1] between the United States and North Korea, and what lessons it may have for our attempts to reign in Iran’s nuclear weapons ambitions. It may be useful to review a somewhat technical description of what the Agreed Framework tried to accomplish, and how North Korea built nuclear bombs anyway.

Let us start many decades ago. Since the 1960s North Korea has had nuclear fission reactors at its Yongbyon facility. Its main reactor is a 5 MWe gas-graphite Magnox reactor, which fissions uranium to produce electricity for normal power consumption, and, can create plutonium as a byproduct for nuclear weapons.

The existence of a nuclear reactor on North Korean soil might sound alarming on its own, but it was thought in the earlier days of nuclear power that the type of reactors that North Korea had would not be useful for bomb making. The uranium fuel needed for reactor operation has very little fissile U-235, certainly less than needed for a nuclear bomb. Reactor-grade uranium fuel is typically less than 5% U-235, whereas the nuclear bomb safe isotope U-238 accounts for over 95%. North Korea’s gas-graphite reactor takes natural uranium as fuel with less than 1% U-235. To enrich the fuel further to the much higher concentrations of U-235 needed to make a bomb requires highly technical centrifuging techniques that separate the U-235 isotope from the U-238 isotope. This is technology and know-how that North Korea on its own did not possess, and the danger of it possessing it in the future was thought to be low, and anyway it would be found out if they tried.

An easier path to the bomb for North Korea, on the other hand, was understood to be through plutonium. Bomb-grade plutonium can be extracted from uranium fuel that burns up in normal reactor operation. The reprocessing of the used fuel to extract plutonium was thought to be the primary proliferation risk and concern. North Korea was suspected of working toward just that aim in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Confrontation between North Korea and the United States over these suspicions led to the Agreed Framework in 1994, where North Korea agreed, among other things, to stop the reprocessing of nuclear fuel for the purposes of extracting plutonium for bombs, and to grant full inspection rights to the IAEA of North Korean nuclear sites. In exchange the U.S. agreed to provide oil and much needed humanitarian aid, to give North Korea security promises (i.e., the U.S. will not attack them), and to facilitate construction of a new light-water reactor that has much less proliferation concerns.

The 1994 Agreed Framework was voided by the Americans when it was discovered in 2002 that North Korea had begun a uranium enrichment program [2]. Although uranium enrichment is not explicitly proscribed in the Agreed Framework, the U.S. interpreted this activity as a violation. North Korea, on the other hand, continued to
maintain that enrichment was not in direct violation of the Agreed Framework, and that anyway the United States was not living up to its end (e.g., providing a light-water nuclear reactor in a timely fashion) so if anybody is to be charged with violating the Agreed Framework first, it should be the United States.

Regarding whether uranium enrichment was in direct violation, the Agreed Framework required that North Korea remain party to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty [3], which however does not forbid uranium enrichment. The closest direct statement in the Agreed Framework against uranium enrichment is the statement that “The DPRK will consistently take steps to implement the North-South Joint Declaration on the Denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula” [4]. That document clearly disallows uranium enrichment: “Under the Joint Declaration, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) and the Republic of Korea (ROK) agree not to test, manufacture, produce, receive, possess, store, deploy, or use nuclear weapons; to use nuclear energy solely for peaceful purposes; and not to possess facilities for nuclear reprocessing and uranium enrichment.” However, technically speaking, the Agreed Framework does not say that North Korea must abide by all the terms of the Joint Declaration, but rather “take steps.” One could interpret this as a failure of U.S. diplomats to cover the bases; nevertheless, few would disagree that it was in violation of the spirit of the Agreed Framework, and U.S. suspension of its obligations under it, and its declaration that North Korea was in violation of it, was a justified response.

North Korea quickly made their own counter-response by withdrawing from the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treating, expelling IAEA inspectors and announcing the restart of their reactors and plutonium reprocessing. Several years later North Korea conducted two nuclear bomb tests in 2006 and 2009. These bombs were made of plutonium extracted from their spent nuclear reprocessing work. Further tests have ensued and the diplomatic standoff is still critical today.

Additional technical details of reprocessing and fuel composition of reactors and bombs relevant for the North Korean nuclear weapons program can be found at [5].
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Ginzburg’s regret at not being the first to discover the BCS theory of superconductivity

The theory of superconductivity has gone through four significant phases of understanding. The first phase was London’s theory of superconductivity (1933), which was a successful phenomenological theory in some ways (e.g., explained Meissner effect) but unsuccessful in other ways (e.g., failure to understand end of superconducting state at high currents).

The second phase was the Ginzburg-Landau theory (1950) which applied Landau’s theory of phase transitions to superconductivity with great success. In particular it gave descriptive understanding of coherence length, type I and II superconductors, and quantization of magnetic flux and vortices.

The third phase was the discovery of BCS theory (1956), which gives a perturbative microscopic understanding of the Ginzburg-Landau theory. And the fourth phase, which we are still in, is the discovery of high-Tc superconductors, for which we still do not have a complete understanding.

The history of superconductivity has many lessons to learn, both in the principles of physics but also in the culture of scientific discoveries and missed opportunities.

In the category of missed opportunities, Ginzburg points out in his Nobel Prize lecture of 2003 that he and Landau missed an insight that perhaps should have been seen, and which perhaps could have led them to the BCS theory before Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer.

The theory of superconductivity that they developed was based on the Ginzburg-Landau potential

$$V_{GL}(\Psi) = \alpha |\Psi|^2 + \beta |\Psi|^4$$

where $Y$ is the order parameter for superconducting charge carriers. When an electromagnetic field is applied the free-energy requires the addition of the vector potential added to the gradient term:

$$\left(-i\hbar \nabla - \frac{e^*}{c} A\right) \Psi$$

When you construct the superconducting current you find

$$j_s = \frac{ie^*\hbar}{2m^*} \left(\Psi^* \nabla \Psi - \Psi \nabla \Psi^* \right) - \frac{(e^*)^2}{m^* c} |\Psi|^2 A$$

The observables of the theory, such as the penetration depth and the critical magnetic field, depend on these “phenomenological parameters” $m^*$ and $e^*$. They are phenomenological parameters because the Ginzburg-Landau theory was a phenomenological theory that had no first-principles derivation.
Now, it is tempting to say that $m^*$ and $e^*$ should be connected to the electron mass and charge. After all, what else is there in the superconductor that could carry the superconducting current? However, Ginzburg and Landau recognized immediately that $m^*$ could deviate far from the electron mass just as there are “effective masses” in the theory of metals, and it would depend on temperature and other properties. However, as Ginzburg reports, “Landau did not see why $e^*$ should be different than $e$, and in our paper it is written as some compromise that ‘there are no grounds to believe that the charge $e^*$ is different from the electron charge’” (Ginzburg 2003).

The trouble was that Ginzburg later compared theory with experimental and found that $e^*=(2-3)e$ was required. The naive view that $e^*$ had to be equal to $e$ just wasn’t fitting the data. Landau’s response was to argue that, like the effective mass, “the effective charge may and, generally speaking, will depend on the coordinates, because the parameters that characterize the semiconductor are functions of the temperature, the pressure, and the composition, which in turn depend on the coordinates $r^*$” (Ginzburg 2003).

When BCS was discovered a few years later it became obvious that $e^*$ was near $2e$ because of the special Cooper pairing of electrons that take place inside a superconductor to form a superconducting bosonic state. You can almost feel the sharp regret in Ginzburg’s tone when he talks about it in his 2003 speech so many years later:

“Landau was right in the sense that the charge $e^*$ should be universal and I was right in that it is not equal to $e$. However, the seemingly simple idea that both requirements are compatible and $e^*=2e$ occurred to none of us. After the event one may be ashamed of this blindness, but this is by no means a rare occasion in science, and it is not that I am ashamed of this blindness, but I am rather disappointed that it did take place” (Ginzburg 2003).

Ginzburg’s contributions to science and the theory of superconductivity were extraordinary and worthy of the Nobel Prize, and they are still studied to this day. Yet, we can also find value in seeing that he missed opportunities. I suspect that we all have many opportunities for keen, and maybe even dramatic, insight swirling around us, and we can only hope that we concentrate hard enough and work hard enough to grasp at least one or two of them before they float away.
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"Please, sir, I want some more citations"

[Recently discovered letter from Oliver Twist sent to James Clerk Maxwell 150 years ago today. Little known that Twist got bored in the country and studied to become a mathematical physicist.]

March 27, 1866

Dear Prof. James Clerk Maxwell,

I have read with great pleasure your preprint on the theory of Electromagnetism that you kindly sent to our Mathematics Library in Coventry. I find that it has answered several important and pressing questions posed in the literature and opened up new questions that were not thought of before. Congratulations on an excellent paper.

However, I did want to draw your attention to some previous work of mine that has some bearing on your work. In section 3 of your paper you utilized the result that $3 \times 7 = 21$. You will find that I was the first to draw attention to this result in a paper written two years earlier entitled, “Low Multiplicities of Seven”. You will notice that eq. 79 of that paper has $3 \times 7 = 21$ explicitly written. You will also find that the result was anticipated in an earlier publication by me and my collaborator, Prof. Art Dodge (Provost at Adelaide College), entitled “Multiplicities of Three: a Comprehensive Survey”, where we explicitly wrote down that $6 \times 3 = 18$ in eq. 92 and then elsewhere in the paper noted that $18 + 3 = 21$ (see eq. 173).

We hope that you will kindly take a look at these earlier papers and cite them in the appropriate places.

Sincerely, Dr. Oliver Twist

(2016)
Traits of extraordinary achievers

Recently I had dinner with young researchers in high energy theory who asked me what in my view were the key factors that led to success in scientific research. I told them that “extreme talent” combined with “extreme dedication” usually wins the day. People focus on the “freakishly smart” aspect of the highest achievers, but the commitment level, the dedication and focus, needed to get to the very top is just as “freakish” and perhaps more rare. The very best are brilliant and always “on.”

I also told them that in the past extreme talent with high (but not necessarily extreme) dedication was possible if you wanted to land a faculty position at a research university, for example, but the competition is so fierce now that I was not sure that was possible today. However, it was also my impression that today you can have high (but not extreme) talent with extreme dedication and make it. But having both always makes it easier.

So, over time, extreme talent has lost to extreme dedication for the number one trait that you just cannot go without. If I were forced to speculate on why I’d say it might have to do with the rise of experiments with many hundreds and even thousands of collaborators, where extreme talent and brilliance does not have to be present in everyone, but extreme dedication does (or “conscientiousness” as we will talk about below). Furthermore the increasingly high premium on constant and visible productivity signs (publications, talks, etc.) contribute to the shift for both experimentalists and theorists. But that is speculation and it would be interesting to see a study ask and answer that question.

I was also reminded of an undergraduate professor of mine at Brigham Young University who spoke about the traits of extreme achieving students he had seen over the years. And he said the biggest was tenacity. The very best of the best do not rest until they know everything there is to know about what is being said, and they have the mental ability to absorb it and sort it out, often on their own. They will not rest until every factor of 2 is understood, until every minus sign is certified, and until every conceptual input of the problem is precisely defined and understood. “They don’t let you get away with anything!” he said, like he had been injured badly by some. He claimed that he could tell in a student’s sophomore classes with high probability if they will succeed grandly or not. He could not tell if a student would be good, mediocre or bad, but he could tell that some would be great.

After the discussion with the young researchers I ran across a New York Times article (Hart & Chabris 2016b) on exactly this subject. What are the traits of extreme achievers who experience great success in life? Since it was right on my mind I have spend some time reading the corresponding social science literature and sorting out the claims (as best as a physicist can do over a short time) to see how they match with the comments I gave the young researchers and with comments by my undergraduate professor on the topic.
Social Science Literature

Hart and Chabris (2016b) opined on their study regarding traits that are most probable predictors of success, where success can be defined as those who “attain exceptional achievement”, defined to be “higher socioeconomic status”, which translates to wealth and status in the business sector and high distinction in intellectual endeavors.

Hart and Chabris, who published their work in a peer-reviewed journal (Hart & Chabis 2016), were drawn to the question when Chua and Rubenfeld (2014) put forward a theory in their best-selling book of 2014 that “attempted to explain why certain minority groups in the United States, such as Jews, Mormons and Asian-Americans, seem associated with extraordinary success (i.e., higher socioeconomic status) relative to other groups.” (Hart & Chablis 2016).

Chua and Rubenfeld Theory

The Chua and Rubenfeld “Triple Package” theory of extraordinary achievers, which Hart and Chabris subjected to social science methodology and data, says that these high achieving groups possess three common characteristics:

1) a “sense of group superiority” (ethnocentricism or intergroup bias),

2) “personal insecurity” (e.g., due to vulnerability in society, or low self-esteem, or some other reason), and

3) highly developed “impulse control” (scoring very high on “Big five conscientiousness” to be discussed below)

Chua and Rubenfeld suggested that 1 and 2 lead to “drive” and 1 and 3 lead to “grit”, and the combination of “drive” and “grit” from the presence of all three traits leads to extraordinary success.

Hart and Chabris Findings regarding Chua and Rubenfeld’s Theory

Hart and Chabris studied the question in controlled research environment. The main resulting message from their study is that the Chua and Rubenfeld theory is not a rigorously valid theory. The abstract of the paper is informative which I quote below:

“What individual factors predict success? We tested Chua and Rubenfeld’s (2014) widely publicized “Triple Package” hypothesis that a tendency toward impulse control, personal insecurity, and a belief in the superiority of one’s cultural or ethnic group combine to increase the odds that individuals will attain exceptional achievement. Consistent with previous research, we found in two sizable samples
(combined N = 1258) that parents’ level of education and individuals’ own cognitive ability robustly predicted a composite measure of success that included income, education, and awards. Other factors such as impulse control and emotional stability also appeared to be salutary. But despite measuring personal insecurity in four different ways and measuring success in three different ways, we did not find support for any plausible version of Chua and Rubenfeld’s proposed synergistic trinity of success-engendering personality traits” (Hart & Chabris 2016).

However, the abstract seems to be worded much stronger than is warranted from the body of the paper. For example, the abstract seems to imply that the “Triple Package” theory does not correlate with success, but in fact all of those traits do correlate with success, which they do not necessarily disagree with in the body of the paper.

Here’s one example regarding “insecurity”. Social scientists have many ways to define that, but one way is “contingent self-worth”. This is when “self-esteem ... is predicated on external sources, and hence presumably more fragile” (Hart & Chabris 2016). If that is how insecurity is defined, which is not inconsistent with Chua and Rubenfeld, then “the TP hypothesis fares somewhat better: participants whose self-esteem depended on their appearance, others’ opinions, and on doing well in competitive contexts scored higher on the composite success measure, albeit only if they were also relatively high in ethnocentrism” (Hart & Chabris 2016). But “contingent self-worth” is plausibly consistent with Chua and Rubenfeld’s “insecurity” criterion, and if so their claim that it goes with ethnocentrism is consistent with data, according to Hart and Chabris.

It is probably fair to say that Chua and Rubenfeld’s Triple Package of traits is well correlated with success but may very well not be the most efficient and correlated statements one can make. There are different independent axes that are more important than their “Triple Package” despite the fact that those axes can overlap.

**Hart and Chabris Theory of Success**

Hart and Chabris have their own ideas on what are the most important drivers for success. Surveying the literature and their own studies they put forward their theory: “The totality of the evidence suggests that the mostly likely elements of a triple package would be intelligence, conscientiousness, and economic advantage: the same factors that would benefit anyone, regardless of ethnicity.” (Hart & Chabris 2016).

In a New York Times article (Chabris & Hart 2016b) the authors restate their theory of what are the key factors of extraordinary achievement: “our studies affirmed that a person’s intelligence and socioeconomic background were the most powerful factors in explaining his or her success.”
They also reiterate that conscientiousness is also key: “Long before ‘The Triple Package,’ [of Chua and Rubenfeld] researchers determined that the personality trait of conscientiousness, which encompasses the triple package’s impulse control component, was an important predictor of success — but that a person’s intelligence and socioeconomic background were equally or even more important” (Chabris and Hart 2016b).

**Synthesis of the literature**

Reading the ones listed above plus forays into the other articles cited suggest that there are three key correlations for extraordinary achievement: 1) high intelligence, 2) high socioeconomic background, and 3) high conscientiousness, in that order, but all three vital. And there are many other traits that are just not that important as key source indicators. In other words, even though conscientiousness may be third on the list, it is “key” and beat out many other extraneous characteristics.

Conscientiousness in the social science literature is very precisely defined as one of the “Big Five” personality traits. The “Big Five” are sort of basis vectors in personality space, and the basis traits are:

- openness to experience
- conscientiousness
- extraversion
- agreeableness
- neuroticism

The Big Five Traits are sometimes called OCEAN or CANOE, based on the first letter of each trait, and you can find yourself very far to the left (e.g., definitely not possessing X at all) or very far to the right (e.g., definitely possessing trait X in full). The claims are that none of the traits matter so much compared to conscientiousness when it comes to extraordinary achievement.

But what is “conscientiousness”? Here are the characteristics of conscientiousness as listed by three different sources.

“Lexical facets” (Saucier & Ostendorf 1999):
Orderliness, Industriousness, Reliability, Decisiveness

“NEO-PI-R facets” (Costa & McCrae 1992):
Order, Achievement Striving, Dutifulness, Self-Discipline, Competence, Deliberation

“CPI-Big Five facets” (Soto & John 2008):
Orderliness, Industriousness, Self-Discipline

Another description of conscientiousness helps put the trait in a fuller context:
“Conscientiousness (Efficient/Organized vs. Easygoing/Careless): This is a feature that expresses self-discipline and determination and desire for achievement. It expresses an intention to behave in a planned matter, goal-directed and thinking before acting. Such people follow norms and rules; they are always on time, study hard, and give their best to the job. They are not impulsive and show high values of thoughtfulness (John et al. 2008)” (Richter & Dumke 2015).

So, order and self-discipline is a key factor for extraordinary achievers.

**Discussion on intelligence**

Regarding intelligence, which is often listed as the leading indicator of success, it is often very tricky to talk about it, since one normally does not have much control over it, except the ability to damage it (through drug and alcohol abuse, etc.). Subconsciously perhaps that is why I use instead the word “talent” since it isn’t such an aggressive word, and implies the possibility that there is something you can do about it. However, recognizing that intelligence is a component of an individual’s future success is good for society and institutions for several reasons that should be considered. For example, for society, it is well known that early childhood education and nutrition is key to enhancing intelligence, or at least not diminishing intellectual capacity. There are important public policy priorities that can be affected by understanding the key role of intelligence.

**Discussion on socioeconomic status**

Regarding the socioeconomic indicator of success. This did not occur to me within the realm of scientific achievement. I have read before that your income at age 40 is more correlated with your parents’ income at age 40 than anything else, including educational level. So in the business world I am more apt to agree that this is important, for reasons that I admit I do not fully understand. In academia, however, I naturally resist thinking that this is as important as the other two criteria (intelligence and conscientiousness). I can imagine that it is correlated with many good things, such as good nutrition, good education at school, parental investment, etc., and so it makes sense that it is very likely to be a positive benefit, but the implication in the studies is that it is more than a nice nudge, it is quite important, and it is a needed addition to the mix of success “traits” in addition the other two. I don’t understand it, and I didn’t think of it, since I am not privy to my student’s socioeconomic background, but it is interesting.

The other reason why I question socioeconomic status as a strong independent factor is an analogy with the weather. Imagine somebody said that the three most important indicators of the temperature reading at some location on January 23rd are 1) its latitude, 2) its altitude, and 3) the temperature reading on January 22nd. Well, sure, the temperature on January 22nd (socioeconomic status of the parents, previous generation) is a very good indicator of the temperature on January 23rd (socioeconomic status/success of the next generation), but the real reason is the
latitude and altitude that is applicable to both (conscientiousness and intelligence). Obviously the analogy is not perfect, in part for the reasons stated in the previous paragraph, but I remain curious to know more why it is considered a strong independent variable.

It does remind me from when I was filling out applications to graduate school. Yale asked me to fill in a detailed report of my parents earnings and jobs and positions, despite the fact that basically no Physics PhD student at Yale (or Michigan or any other good place) needs to pay a dime of tuition (all comes through teaching or research assistantships or scholarships). I was appalled and said that that had nothing to do with whether somebody should accept me to a physics PhD program and refused to fill it out and withdrew my application. (Alas, the brashness and idealism of youth...) I was from a privileged background but I did not think that should be used for my advantage. But maybe Yale was on to something and they just wanted to use it as a predictor? I still don’t like the thought of it though, and I’m going to guess that Yale doesn’t do it anymore, even though I haven’t checked.

**Discussion on Conscientiousness**

Regarding conscientiousness, in the “lexical facets” of “conscientiousness” stated above, the term “reliability” is included. Some might say this is decidedly not the trait of some of our most successful researchers in the field. They may not care to show up for faculty meetings, or they teach poorly, or basically ignore everything in their lives except their research — laser focus on that aspect of their jobs, and letting go everything else. And when it comes to service assignments in the department, perhaps they are not so reliable.

But anecdotally I can think of no cases like this of an “unreliable” extraordinary achiever without the individual being completely off the charts in intelligence and research dedication, and without them coming from excellent socioeconomic backgrounds. Extreme outliers in both intelligence and dedication may be immune, therefore, from personality trait requirements, it might be said, whereas most others need strong conscientiousness to be an extraordinary achiever. However, it should be said that there are extreme outliers of intelligence who are reliable professionally, so unreliability is not a definitive marker for extreme intelligence (let’s not tempt colleagues to lay down on the job!). It’s just that it appears some can survive high unreliability if their intelligence and dedication is extreme enough.

Lastly, it strikes me that conscientiousness is the most important trait since it is the one trait that an individual has the most control over when attempting to become extraordinarily successful. Its position as third on the list may be true for outsiders predicting whether or not an individual will be successful, but it surely must come in first place among areas to work on for those who want to climb the latter of success. I see how outsized this trait is in success in academia, and I am not surprised to see that the social science literature finds it to be outsized compared to other personality traits.
Summary

If you remember one sentence from this discussion, and you want to know what you can do to be an extraordinary achiever, it is this: Your extraordinary success will require high intelligence (let’s hope you have it) and high conscientiousness (let’s hope you get it).
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The “vagrant and unfocused” career of Leonardo da Vinci

“Of the many mysteries surrounding Leonardo da Vinci none is more remarkable than the disproportion between the quantity of his finished works and the grandeur of his reputation. Our awe of Leonardo is as much for what he was as for what he did, as much for his reach as for his grasp. His career was vagrant and unfocused – in fact, he never had a career.”


Comment: Boorstin’s book is an absolute monument to erudition and a pleasure to read. His writing style is elegant and his opinions are strong and unambiguous. He devotes a full chapter (chapter 44) to Leonardo da Vinci, who was born in 1452 as the “illegitimate son of a prosperous Florentine notary, ... [but] raised in his father's house as if he had been legitimate.” His mother was likely a peasant.

Da Vinci was one of those guys who did everything. He painted, he sculptured, he studied mathematics, he dissected corpses, he engineered things, and he taught himself Latin at age 42, among many other activities. However, he wasn’t the best at anything he did, but rather the best at doing so many things creatively. 3500 pages of his notebooks survive that he kept of his ongoing ideas and projects, most of which he never started, much less finished. It is thought that that might be only a quarter of all he wrote. He wrote most pages backwards so that they could only be read easily in a mirror. Almost none of his writings contain anything personal. It’s all about ideas and projects. He must have struck quite the eccentric figure, and must have overwhelmed everyone in earshot with his creative and fertile mind.

There is the Mona Lisa, and there is the Last Supper, two extraordinary paintings by da Vinci, and there are his inventive drawings, and his scintillating engineering ideas. But according to Boorstin his reputation was achieved by “what he was” and “for his reach” rather than what he actually accomplished. Many people accomplished much more than him in any particular area of his interest. And so, we are left to ask, can it be that the power of his creative personality was so dominant, and his image so luminous, that it has sustained his reputation for 600 years? Apparently so.

(2004)
Pascal’s Conformal Commitment

Many of us know Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) as a brilliant mathematician and physicist. However, at the age of 30 he had a profound religious experience and more or less gave up all of this work, and turned to religion. The first result of that conversion was his book *Provincial Letters*, published in 1656 under a pseudonym, which attacked Jesuits for their moral laxity and for their casuistry condemnations of Jansenist theologian Antoine Arnauld.

Being a systematic thinker, Pascal set out to write a new book, *Defense of the Christian Religion*, but died in 1662 at the age of 39 before he could write it. However, the scraps of notes that he compiled for the book were posthumously published as *Pensées* (“thoughts”). It is in *Pensées* that Pascal articulates what has become to be known as “Pascal’s Wager”, which states that it is better to follow the Christian religion, which promises all for eternity, than it is to not, which promises nothing good for eternity.

Despite Pascal’s abandonment of mathematics and physics in favor of his new pious pursuits, his mind could not help but be infected by his background. Even in the midst of intense religious reflections, questions of science rise up in him and influence his religious worldview.

One of the most intriguing examples of this I find is in the section of *Pensées* titled, “Transition from Knowledge of Man to Knowledge of God.” This section really is Pascal wrestling with the idea of scales. Man is tiny, and God is infinite. But what makes something small? Why is one scale more “attractive” than another scale when it comes to the size of things.

Pascal first articulates his interest in the question in Pensée 194: “Why have limits been set upon my knowledge, my height, my life, making it a hundred rather than a thousand years? For what reason did nature make it so, and choose this rather than that mean from the whole of infinity, when there is no more reason to choose one rather than another, as none is more attractive than another?”

Pascal struggles with this question, and he must have been convinced that there is no good reason to prefer one scale over another. It is inconceivable to him that nature should be forced to make a choice. But what is one to do when we see that man is only a few feet tall, no more and no less?

Pascal builds up the question in Pensée 199: “Let man, returning to himself, consider what he is in comparison with what exists; let him regard himself as lost, and from this little dungeon, in which he finds himself lodged, I mean the universe, let him learn to take the earth, its realms, its cities, its houses and himself at their proper value. What is a man in the infinite?”
The scales of the infinitely large and the infinitesimally small are equal to Pascal. There can be nothing special. And so he exhorts the reader to come with him to the infinitesimally small to see that it is not unique: “I want to show him a new abyss. I want to depict to him not only the visible universe, but all the conceivable immensity of nature enclosed in this miniature atom. Let him see there an infinity of universes, each with its firmament, its planets, its earth, in the same proportions as in the visible world, and on that earth animals, and finally mites, in which he will find again the same results as in the first” (Pensée 199).

Pascal has now successfully put forward a worldview that does not make our scale of existence unique or special. All scales in nature are equally valid and equally rich. This conformal symmetry, or more technically a fractal self-similar symmetry, was so enticing to Pascal that he was willing to speculate the existence of an infinite number of self-similar worlds at all scales in defense of the principle. This is a true mathematician and theoretical physicist at heart.

Now that he has this structure in place he is forced to ask himself what is the connection between the very smallest and the very largest scales. Can there be something that ties them together to make a clean contiguous structure. Can there be something that ties them together to make a clean contiguous structure. If you remember that he has become intensely religious his line of reasoning and answer will not surprise you: “We naturally believe we are more capable of reaching the centre of things than of embracing their circumference, and the visible extent of the world is visibly greater than we. But since we in our turn are greater than small things, we think we are more capable of mastering them, and yet it takes no less capacity to reach nothingness than the whole. In either case it takes an infinite capacity, and it seems to me that anyone who had understood the ultimate principles of things might also succeed in knowing infinity. One depends on the other, and one leads to the other. These extremes touch and join by going in opposite directions, and they meet in God and God alone” (Pensée 199).

And there he tells us how it all fits together. The infinitely small and the infinitely large appear to diverge in opposite directions in this conformal view of nature, but ultimately they meet in God, who is the master over all domains, and all scales, who is the alpha and the omega. Q.E.D.
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1936, the year of the first Fields Medalist, and the year MIT kicked him out

Joseph Plateau (1801-1883) was studying bubbles in a special liquid that he invented, glyceric liquid, when he suggested that there is an area minimizing surface to a boundary that can be seen experimentally by soap films stretched across wire boundaries. The problem of establishing this in a rigorous mathematical way became known as “Plateau’s Problem”, even though Lagrange had formulated the mathematical question in 1760.

The first to solve Plateau’s Problem rigorously and generally was the brilliant and creative mathematician Jesse Douglas (1897-1965). He reported this discovery in his seminal 1931 paper on the subject (Douglas 1931). His techniques are still being used in research today in a wide variety of applications (see, e.g., Kruczenski 2014), and is one of the cornerstones of the calculus of variation.

The mathematics of this problem is fascinating, and I recommend Nitsche (1989) for a technical pedagogical text. However, I would like to draw attention to another aspect of this story, which is covered in Rassias (1992). It is a personal story regarding Douglas.

It is perhaps not well known that Douglas was awarded the Fields Medal of Mathematics in its inaugural year of 1936. The Fields Medal is considered by some to be the “Nobel Prize of Mathematics”, except there is one very important difference. The recipient has to be below the age of 40 to receive a Fields Medal – in the prime of the mathematician’s career, or at least close to prime -- whereas the Nobel Prize is often a retirement gift for work done decades ago.

This is just one indication of the extraordinary talent that Douglas was. In today’s world, extraordinary talent can protect you from the consequences of bad behavior, whether it be irresponsibility in teaching or service assignments or otherwise. Well, back then, even at MIT, where Douglas spent the early years of his career, they wouldn’t tolerate irresponsibility no matter how talented he was. Even knowing that he was a world-class mathematician – and there weren’t many of those in the U.S. in the middle 1930’s – MIT kicked him out. It does not seem that he was malicious or mean. He was just irresponsible and they forced him out.

Here’s a relevant quote by Dirk Struik, professor mathematics at MIT, on Douglas’s situation:

“Jesse Douglas became a member of the mathematics department at MIT in 1930. He was, at 33 years of age, already a well-known scientist who had written an interesting doctor’s dissertation in differential geometry ... and, above all, had already been publishing on his solution of the problem of Plateau, subtle and highly original work for which he would receive the Fields Medal.... His health prevented
him not unfrequently [sic] to come to his class on the regular schedule, so that Henry Philips, the head of our department, insisting on conscientious teaching, had to let him go, to my and others’ regret. This was in 1936, the year he received the Fields Medal.” (Rassias 1992, pp. 41-42)

The question becomes, would your university leaders today solve the “Douglas Problem” like MIT did in 1936, and force him out? Likely not. In today’s academic world we have more patience for professors of much less distinction than that. I suspect most today would tolerate sub-par teaching, in the naïve definition of teaching, to hold on to a professor with that research power. For graduate education and the attainment of new knowledge that’s probably the right decision. Good teachers in the normal sense of the word are key to education and extremely valuable, but they can be found and recruited everywhere. A Fields Medalist, on the other hand, is somehow uniquely capable of inspiring students and other faculty to greater research heights. That is rare. Let him teach a seminar to graduate students, where he would have been maximally appreciated, but don’t lose him. MIT made a mistake, and we all suffer from not knowing what Douglas and his would-be MIT students could have discovered in mathematics while he instead languished in a stultifying environment after being let go.
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High-flying broad physics instruction not very useful

Max Planck, the originator of quantum theory and one of the greatest physicists of the 20th century, was also a philosopher and essayist. One of Planck’s more interesting essays was “Scientific Ideas: Their Origin and Effects” (Planck 1938). The purpose of that essay was to describe “how a scientific idea arises and what are its characteristics” (p.88). The essay develops his thesis that ideas are based on concrete experiences that are compared and then links are forged between the old and new and the “idea becomes fruitful … if the interconnection thus established can be applied more generally to a series of cognate facts” (p.89). The essay then argues that his theory of scientific ideas matches historical examples, such as Newton’s theory of mechanics and Clausius’s thermodynamics.

However, in my view the essay’s value is less connected to his main goal of developing the theory of ideas described above, which is not terribly unique or helpful in my view. Rather, more interesting is his various digressions, from the perspective of a world-class physicist, that are connected to the development of ideas. One of his most impassioned digressions is on education. Developing great ideas requires individuals who can do it, and that requires that they be educated properly.

Max Planck has strong opinions about how to educate students properly in school that would yield productive scientists. This is what he had to say:

“What is learned at school is not as important as how it is learned. A single mathematical proposition which is really understood by a scholar is of greater value than ten formulae which he has learned by heart and even knows how to apply, without, however, having grasped their real meaning. The function of a school is not so much to teach a business-like routine as to inculcate logical and methodical thought. … Hence the first requisite, if good work is to be done, is a thorough elementary training; and here it is not so much the quantity of facts learned as the manner of treatment that matters.” (Planck 1936, p.98)

I can’t agree more with Planck. We have all seen the student who is focused on memorizing equations, knowing how to do many key simple examples mechanically, but who has no strong critical approach to his or her knowledge. A deep understanding is not there.

In addition, Planck is saying something beyond criticizing the superficial learning approach of some students. He is also criticizing teaching that emphasizes breadth over depth. From Summer Schools to Master’s programs to individual courses, there is a strong tendency for faculty to fly high and cover too much material in the allotted time rather than delve into less material more deeply and proceed thoroughly. The temptation is very strong to do this for several reasons. First, when you cover material very deeply, there will always be a group of students who do not catch the
vision of how important it is to really thoroughly crush the material, leaving no stone unturned, leaving no assumption unexposed, and leaving no calculation ambiguous. They exude impatience at what they see as pedantry. This is difficult for students, not to mention faculty, who may feel that they are boring their students. Or, as is often the case, the faculty may also not have the fortitude, desire or ability to really get to the very bottom of the material themselves and would rather fly higher and imply that they would tell more if they had the time.

Another drawback of covering things deeply is that it means you must sacrifice other topics. If you can cover ten topics without too much depth or four topics in great depth, students and faculty both find it more satisfying to hear about all those ten things than beat four things into the ground. But Planck says no, you need to beat things into the ground to produce real scientists. Only then will they have the example and training to get to the bottom of their own research when the time comes. They must be led to develop the ability to pursue ideas to their very core, thoroughly understand them, and construct new ideas from the depth of understanding. Only then does a scientist have a chance to have and develop a profound insight and make a breakthrough.
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Reading seminars in Japanese education

It is well known that the Japanese university system produces some of the most impressive theoretical physicists and mathematicians in the world. When encountering success it is interesting to note how they go about their business. There are many similarities between the Japanese educational system and the American educational system, but there are at least two very substantive differences noticed while on a recent visit to Nagoya University.

First, the Japanese physics student learns much more physics and mathematics as an undergraduate than the typical American university student. While Americans are half-filling their schedules with general education course requirements, such as History of Jazz and The 19th Century Epistolary Novel, Japanese students are learning more physics and math. There are pluses and minuses to the American system, but it must be recognized that American students are often far behind just about everyone in the world in their major studies upon undergraduate graduation.

The second difference is the prevalence of “reading seminars” in Japanese university education. These are offered for Japanese advanced undergraduate students and graduate students.

In any given semester a student is formally a member of one reading seminar supervised by a faculty member, and the student is usually also a member of extra informally organized seminars with other students and maybe even faculty. Each seminar typically meets once a week for about 3.5 hours (1-4:30pm appears to be popular). There is a text that everyone is supposed to have read thoroughly and understood as best as possible before meeting. It may be a textbook or a research paper/review.

The seminar is conducted by asking a student to go to the board and lead the group in covering the material. In some reading seminars the instructor will randomly select a student — making all students feel the pressure to read and study well before they come to every class. In other reading seminars a student or several students are assigned beforehand to be lead presenters. They work through the text, asking many questions, and making sure everyone knows the material extremely well. The reading seminars are formed with students at roughly similar levels of background and interests. Wildly disparate background preparation and interests lead to less effective reading seminars.

It is my understanding that these reading seminars are considered by students and faculty to be where some of the most effective learning takes place at the university. The obvious benefits of these groups are partly what causes the students to organize themselves into additional reading seminars informally to learn material of most interest to them. In addition, the university recognizes the importance of these seminars and gives faculty teaching credit for supervising one during the term.
It looks like a fun and effective approach to teaching and learning. Many places in the U.S. have informal journal clubs that operate somewhat similarly, but few if any places employ such systematic and intensive use of this approach to learning as is done in Japan. From the successes encountered in Japan, perhaps reading seminars would be good to implement in a more extensive way at American universities.

(2016)
Chris Rock on writing

Chris Rock’s paraphrase of advice Louis CK gave him on writing:
“'You gotta write this by yourself.... You gotta get in a room, and you have to feel hurt, you have to feel lonely, you have to feel the pain, the blood sweat and tears it takes to write by yourself, to be in a hole and stare at a piece of paper and have no one to help you get out of this thing but you. You always write with people and you end up with a watered down version of you. You have to write by yourself....'

Chris Rock describes experience of writing alone:
“When you write with other people you get a consensus.... When you are in that room by yourself, man, something emotional happens, something spiritual comes out of you, when you're in that room by yourself, you know, and you're living in your head, and your secret thoughts, and you're not trying to get approval from anybody when you're in there by yourself.”

From Charlie Rose interview of Chris Rock, aired 12 December 2014 (PBS). This interview was carried out during Rock’s press tour of the film “Top Five”. http://www.pbs.org/video/2365384481/

Comment: These quotes are very relevant to science writing as well. The first quote – advice from Louis CK – is advice every physics professor tells physics students about homework. “'You have to feel the pain, the blood sweat and tears it takes to write [problem solve] by yourself.” Exactly!

And the second quote is equally applicable. A report with multiple authors can be better than a single author paper in some ways. For example, obvious things are not usually missed with many authors. However, richness, depth of clarity, courage, impact and beautiful style – that comes when an author writes alone.

(2015)
No success without total devotion

“Still, few people, even those hugely gifted, are capable of the application and focus that Mozart displayed throughout his short life. As Mozart himself wrote to a friend, ‘People err who think my art comes easily to me. I assure you, dear freiend, nobody has devoted so much time and thought to composition as I. There is not a famous master whose music I have not industriously studied through many times.’ Mozart’s focus was fierce.”

“Without the time and effort invested in getting ready to create, you can be hit by the thunderbolt and it’ll just leave you stunned.”

“I don’t want them merely involved. I’m looking for insane commitment. I’m no less strict with myself. I’m always taking temperature readings of my commitment to a project and pushing myself to be more committed than anyone else.”

Comment: If you want to be creative, you can’t just be “gifted”. You have to have total dedication and work extraordinarily hard. In my experience it is more rare to find somebody who is willing and capable of extreme devotion to their calling than it is to find a “genius” or a somebody extremely talented. Talent alone does not go very far in this world. It is merely a necessary condition, but not sufficient.


(2009)
What endures from school

“In just two years of intensive German study, I achieved a high level of linguistic competence and confidence. There was nothing mysterious about Joe’s teaching methods. We learned by spending hours every day on grammar, vocabulary, and style, in the classroom and at home. There were daily tests of memory, reasoning, and comprehension. Mistakes were ruthlessly punished. ... There was no praise, no warm fuzzy familiarity or softening of the critical blow.... It seems to me significant that in all my unpleasant memories of school, the one unambiguous positive is the two years I spent having the German language driven mercilessly into me. I don’t think I am a masochist. If I recall ‘Joe’ Craddock with such affection and appreciation, it is not just because he put the fear of God in me or had me parsing German sentences at 1 AM lest I be dismissed the next day as ‘absolute rubbish!’ It’s because he was the best teacher I ever had; and being well taught is the only thing worth remembering from school.” (p.87-89)


Comment: When you are young and you just want to play sports or spend time with your friends, teachers like Joe Craddock get in the way. However, when you are older you will find that you will feel you have been cheated by “cool” teachers who just messed around and gave you A’s. You didn’t learn, and the trajectory of professional and education success in your life is altered and lowered. As Tony Judt says, slightly exaggerated, “being well taught is the only thing worth remembering from school.”

(2010)
**Fundamental physics is not yet simple enough**

Murray Gell-Mann, the physicist credited for first understanding quarks in particle physics, tell us that our current theory of fundamental physics is not yet simple enough:

"Those of us who helped put together the standard model are naturally rather proud of it, since it brought a good deal of simplicity out of a bewildering variety of phenomena. ... Second, the model is not yet simple enough; it contains more than sixty kinds of elementary particles and a number of interactions among them, but no explanation for all that variety."


**Comment:** I completely agree. There are additional concepts of unification and additional unifying principles that we still have not hit upon that will arrange the mess of the Standard Model of fundamental particle physics into a more compact theoretical structure. It has always been that way in natural law, and no reason to believe that discovering additional unifying organization principles should cease.

(2012)
The Process of creativity

In chapter 17 of Gell-Mann’s *The Quark and the Jaguar*, the physicist Gell-Mann explains the process of creativity:

Stages leading to creative idea (stages expressed by Hermann von Helmholtz)

- Saturation: filling our minds with everything about the problem
- Incubation: letting it churn subconsciously
- Illumination: idea comes at some random time or circumstance

Incubation can be aided by brainstorming, and applying random thoughts or random learning to the idea.

Characteristics of those who are creative and escape to deeper basins of thought: "Those characteristics include a dedication to the task, an awareness of being trapped in an unsuitable basin, a degree of comfort with teetering on the edge between basins, and a capacity for formulating as well as solving problems."


Comment: M. Gell-Mann’s first characteristic of creative people is “dedication to the task”, which I agree with. The rest is secondary and is merely descriptive of what generally inevitably happens when dedication is present. When strong desire is there, and total dedication applies, all this stuff about basins and teetering on the edge between them, etc., just happens.

(2012)
IQ and conscientiousness are keys to success

“It [IQ] is the most well-validated concept in the social sciences, bar none. It is an excellent predictor of academic performance, creativity, ability to abstract, processing speed, learning ability and general life success.

There are other traits that are important to general success, including conscientiousness, which is an excellent predictor of grades, managerial and administrative ability, and life outcomes, on the more conservative side.

It should also be noted that IQ is five or more times as powerful a predictor as even good personality trait predictors such as conscientiousness. The true relationship between grades, for example, and IQ might be as high as $r = .50$ or even $.60$ (accounting for 25-36% of the variance in grades). Conscientiousness, however, probably tops out at around $r = .30$, and is more typically reported as $r = .25$ (say, 5 to 9% of the variance in grades). There is nothing that will provide you with a bigger advantage in life than a high IQ. Nothing. To repeat it: NOTHING.”


**Comment:** Never heard it stated so strongly before by a revered social scientist. You can’t control IQ very much but you can control conscientiousness (probably). So, get crackin’.

(2016)
Genius is infinite capacity for taking pains

"Thomas Carlyle in an after-dinner speech stated that genius was an infinite capacity for taking pains."


Comment: All extraordinary achievement comes from this. The great painters, the great athletes, the great physicists, the great novelists, the great dancers, the great mathematicians all have one thing in common: they have “infinite capacity for taking pains.”

(2014)
Learn from your elders but follow your convictions

"From the earliest times the old have rubbed it into the young that they are wiser than they, and before the young have discovered what nonsense this was they were old too, and it profited them to carry on the imposture."


Comment: This is tricky. You must simultaneously learn all the wisdom of the old, while at the same time have the courage, wisdom and confidence to go a different direction when warranted. Striking out on your own in directions that make no sense and will lead to your destruction is a risk. However, doing something great requires that kind of abandon. What makes young people revolutionize physics and mathematics more often than older people is that they are usually not experienced enough to know that their ideas cannot pan out. And then it does.
Live mice versus dead lions

From a conversation in Somerset Maugham's novel *Cakes and Ale* from 1930:

"'You don’t know America as well as I do,' he said. "They always prefer a live mouse to a dead lion. That’s one of the reasons why I like America."

*Comment:* In my years in Europe and my years in the U.S., I can attest that this is still true. I would not necessarily say that one is better than another. In Europe, the biggest grants to scientists often go to very senior professors, which has been ridiculed by many younger scientists in Europe who sometimes do not have adequate resources to pursue their research. On the other hand, in America the biggest grants often go to the very new assistant professors, while the older and more accomplished professors languish with reduced resources. This has been criticized heavily at times by the older professors. Perhaps some compromise and balance between the two extremes makes more sense.

(2015)
The real advantage of truth

“It is a piece of idle sentimentality that truth, merely as truth, has any inherent power denied to error, of prevailing against the dungeon and the stake. Men are not more zealous for truth than they often are for error, and a sufficient application of legal or even of social penalties will generally succeed in stopping the propagation of either. The real advantage which truth has, consists in this, that when an opinion is true, it may be extinguished once, twice, or many times, but in the course of ages there will generally be found persons to rediscover it, until some one of its reappearances falls on a time when from favourable circumstances it escapes persecution until it has made such head as to withstand all subsequent attempts to suppress it.”

From John Stuart Mill. On Liberty, 1867.

Comment: For the scientist, never promote something or relay something or utter something that you do not believe is true. It will not sustain. At best people will just say, “he was wrong.” At worst they will say, “he was a sophist and dangerous and useless and held back others.” On the contrary, if you sustain truth amidst the pressures of false fashions and herd movements down blind alleys, the true thoughts will find “favourable circumstances” to rise.

(2016)
Bad weather makes good academics

“He [Chomsky] once came close to joining UC Berkeley, he admits, but California is too hot for him. ‘I like the cold weather. It means you get work done.’”

From Financial times article "Lunch with FT: Noam Chomsky", by John McDermott, March 15, 2013

Comment: I noticed as a graduate student at University of Michigan that when the Fall and Winter weather came, the university got more serious, the studying got more pervasive, the concentration deeper, and the accomplishments more copious. Cold weather focuses the mind and more intellectual work is done. It works like that for many of us, including Chomsky.

(2013)
Five characteristics of successful people

Jeffrey Mayer has made a list of the top 5 characteristics of successful people:

1. They have a dream
2. They have a plan
3. They have specific knowledge or training
4. They’re willing to work hard
5. They don’t take no for an answer

From Jeffrey J. Mayer, *Success is a Journey*, 1998.

Comment: Mayer goes on to say that successful people are very focused and cannot be sidetracked from their focus. They also learn that there is a connection between success and happiness. Mayer echoes the social science research in telling us that happiness does not come from what you acquire or own, but rather through “doing and achieving.” Setting worthy goals and achieving them leads to success and happiness.

(2000)
True workers die in a fidget of frustration

"The true workers all die in a fidget of frustration. So much to do, and so much left undone!"


**Comment:** I was reminded of this quote when David Bowie died. David Bowie was a hard working musician. Just before he died he knew that he was seriously and terminally ill, and yet he was working hard up to the last moment. All true workers are like that. The successful, the committed, the active all die “with their boots on.”

(2016)
Voltaire says true physics is to calculate, measure and observe

"True physics consists then in the proper determination of all the facts. We will know first causes when we are gods. It is given to us to calculate, to weigh, to measure, to observe; this is natural philosophy; almost all the rest is a chimera."

From Tom Scharle 2004. “Voltaire's Dispute with Epigenesis.”

The quote is a translation from the entry “Cartesianisme”, which is in Questions sur l’encyclopédia Dictionnaire Philosophique Tome III volume 52 of Oeuvres complètes de Voltair avec des remarques et des notes. Paris: Badouin Frères, 1825.

Comment: As Scharle says, “Voltaire seems to have had a limited concept of what sciences could investigate”. I tend to agree with that assessment. But this quote is also part of the overall criticism of Descartes, who believed he had solved all of physical science through pure thought, and that hubris turned out to be very misguided. The anti-Descartes crowd often ran to the other extreme, such as is reflected in the Voltaire quote above. This especially happens if the author does not understand science very well and has not contributed to it, but has strong philosophical opinions about what science should be and how it should operate. Voltaire is in this category in my view.

(2006)
Will to prove destroys art

"It’s not passion that destroys the work of art. It’s the will to prove." - André Malraux

Quoted in Olivier Todd. Malraux: A life. 2005

Comment: Inasmuch as an artist wishes to smash us over the head with a political ideology the art is destroyed. Non-art methodologies are much more suited for making an argument and proving something. This is tautological in the words of Malraux since the expression of will to prove turns would-be art into detritus. Art can show but it cannot tell.

(2009)
Nothing is my last word on anything

"Nothing is my last word on anything." -Henry James

Comment: The quote above is from a letter Henry James wrote to a complaining reader (Gorra 2013). I think this sentiment should be adopted by everyone. We do not have to be held prisoner to statements we might have made years ago. In physics we are able to adjust rather quickly, since erroneous ideas become known to be erroneous rather quickly and unambiguously many times, and so physicists are practiced in this Jamesian art. The softer the field, such as politics and religion, the more leaders feel compelled to be consistent and to project certainty. A “flip-flopper” in American politics is one who changes his or her mind, and they are ridiculed for it. However, allowing people to improve and change their minds and grow from experience should be encouraged not the opposite.
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Cultivate the ethic of the essential

"Every novelist, starting with his own work, should eliminate whatever is secondary, lay out for himself and for everyone else the ethic of the essential!"

"The ethic of the essential has given way to the ethic of the archive. (The archive's ideal: the sweet equality that reigns in an enormous common grave.)"

From Milan Kundera, "What is a Novelist?", New Yorker, October 9, 2006.

All italics are Kundera's italics.

Comment: The ethic of the essential is also moving toward ethic of the archive in science. However, in literature the ethic of the archive does not make since. A novel is for art and entertainment — the ethic of the archive is just a pretention of the novelist that we should be so enamored with his/her world that all thoughts that come to the author must be expressed and read. It does not respect the reader. In science, we can have both ethics. The research paper is now generally a summary of results of what was done. It is hardly an archive of everything. Nevertheless, increasingly researchers are archiving their computer programs, their data, their calculations, and even background material that would be of use to the small group of researchers who read the published paper and want to know more. Thus, it is not ethic of the essential vs. ethic of the archive in science. Both can survive simultaneously rather comfortably.

(2007)
All have will to win but few have will to prepare

Maureen Mahoney, on success:

"Mahoney said her preparation began at Indiana University and the University of Chicago Law School. Along the way, Mahoney heeded the advice from her legal colleagues and said she even listened to former Hoosier basketball coach Bobby Knight, who said that most of his players had the will to win, but not the will to prepare. 'Success is first and foremost the willingness to prepare,' she said."

From Maureen Mahoney’s 2003 Elizabeth Charlotte Mullin Lecture on October 22, 2003 at the Power Center in Ann Arbor, MI. This quote is from the newspaper article: Liz Cobbs, "Attorney points to U-M case as peak of career", Ann Arbor News, October 23, 2003, page B1.

**Comment:** You are not special because you want to succeed, whether that be at physics, mathematics, basketball, art or business. What makes you special is if you have the willingness to do what it takes to succeed. In sports, that is the willingness to run sprints all out during a practice when no one is watching. In physics it’s doing the extra supplementary homework problems to sharpen your brain and problem solving skills. Don’t stop at strong desire. Got the extra step and have strong work ethic.

(2003)
I think, therefore I am ... hated

From a letter (Lennon 1993) written by the great Dutch physicist and mathematician Christiaan Huygens to the philosopher Pierre Bayle in 1693:

“Descartes had found the way to have his conjectures and fictions taken for truths. And what happened to those who read his Principles of Philosophy was something like what happens to those who read pleasant novels that make the same impression as true histories. The novelty of the shapes of his little particles and of the vortices was found very charming. It seemed to me that when I read his book of principles for the first time, everything went as well as could be, and when I found some difficult, I believed that it was my fault for not having properly understood his thought. I was only 15 or 16 years old. But having since discovered from tie to time things visibly false and others very improbable, I have thoroughly rejected my former opinion and I now find almost nothing I can certify as true in all his physics, metaphysics or meteorology.

"[Galileo did not have] "the boldness and presumption to attempt to explain all natural causes [like Descartes], or the vanity to become head of a school ["chef de secte"]). He was modest and loved the truth too much."

Separately, we read from Shorto (2008) this about Louis-Sébastien Mercier’s 1796 speech arguing against the proposal in 1793 that the remains of Descartes be buried in the newly established Panthéon:

“I, too [referring to Descartes supporter Chénier], made an eloge to Descartes in my youth,” [said Mercier]. But he said that he hadn’t yet realized that ‘the greatest charlatans in the world have sometimes been the men most celebrated.’ Mercier chose to avoid combating Chénier’s political argument. Instead he railed against ‘the history of profound evil that Descartes has done to his country.’ Descartes, he declared, ‘visibly retarded progress by the long tyranny of his errors: he is the father of the most impertinent doctrine that has reigned in France. This is Cartesianism, which kills experimental physics and which puts pedants in our schools in place of naturalist observers.”

This quote is from Shorto (2008). Additional discussion and quotes from the fascinating “Descartes Pantheon debates” can be found in Bourgeois & D’Hondt (1989), Chénier (1796) and Mercier (1799).

Comments: Descartes was a rather extreme rationalist who thought that by pure thought he could figure everything out. In fact, he thought he had mostly figured everything out. Of course, people died around him, which is an obvious sign that he hadn’t solved all problems in science, but cheerfully said he would solve that very soon too. But he died himself instead. The arrogance, the conceit, the self-promotion
and the "charlatism" as some would say of Descartes, is part of his legacy. But rattling the stale cages of French science was worth it, and for that reason, among others, he is one of the greats of western philosophy and mathematics. I’m sure Huygens is rolling his eyes as I write this.

It should be noted that Descartes did have an enormous influence on French scientific history. The French fell far behind the English, for example, in experimental science and technology, and that has been noted by many French educational historians with some blame put on Descartes’s influence (Shorto 2008). The English soon became wealthier and more powerful because of it. However, the French school of mathematics is probably second to none over the many decades and even centuries. This translates into outstanding theoretical physics as well. Let a thousand flowers bloom, as they say, and the French flower is beautiful and worthwhile, if different. Thanks to Descartes.
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(2010)
Martin Luther rose to top of class by studying hard

“University authorities in Erfurt sternly regulated academic life. At four each morning the bell roused students for a day of rote learning and often wearying spiritual exercises. Starting low in class ranking, Luther studied hard and moved toward the top, usually enjoying his courses.”


**Comment:** Martin Luther came from somewhat humble beginnings, and started “low in class ranking.” But his hard work in classes, which originated from his enjoyment of the courses, made him rise to the top. The stern environment did not sway him. Students today collapse if they have a class at 9am. Not Martin Luther. His commitment level to education, study, and knowledge enabled him to seize the opportunity that he did, to become a leader and to reform Christianity.

(2009)
Reflective versus reflexive novels in modernity

John Fowles was one of the most cerebral and interesting novelists of the 20th century. Some of his work is much overblown and borders on the pretension, but I have tremendous patience and give a lot of room for somebody trying hard to reach greater intellectual heights, especially when they succeed at times.

There are many things to learn and quote from the novels of Fowles, but I found a passage that he wrote about novels to be humorous, interesting and true. In Mantissa, a literature professor is trapped in a sort of holodeck room with a beautiful women who we learn is the Muse Erato, and probably all a figment of his imagination. She acts and speaks like a simpleton, but often gets the better of the protagonist. In this exchange she asks about the role of humor in the novel. He is exasperated, since he thinks the answer is completely obvious, but he responds anyway.

Here is the passage. I will make a few more comments after.

*Begin passage*

She speaks in a very small voice. ‘May I ask you something?’

He stands, and picks up the tie from the back of the chair.

‘Of course.’

‘I can’t quite understand, if there’s a place for humour in ordinary life, why there can’t be also one in the novel. I thought it was meant to reflect life.’

He leaves the tie hanging untied round his neck, and puts his hands on his hips.

‘Oh God. I honestly don’t know where to begin with you.’ He bends forward slightly. ‘The reflective novel is sixty years dead, Erato. What do you think modernism was about? Let alone post-modernism. Even the dumbest students know it’s a reflexive medium now, not a reflective one....’

*End of passage*

So very true. And yet, it is fine. The novel cannot compete with modern film when it goes head to head with it on the reflective front. Film can pack much more reflective narrative much more efficiently than a novel can. However, a film cannot have the reflexive capacity of novel without becoming deathly stultifying. Good writers can do with the novel what no other medium can, and construct a powerful piece of art.
The problem is that as one gets older it sometimes becomes harder and harder for some to believe that that twenty-eight year old MFA graduate, who is now a semi-employed waiter in New York City trying to make it, can say anything new and insightful that the reader hasn't already experienced or understood. Many people when they reach full adulthood grow tired of reflexive literature mostly out of arrogance that their own thoughts are more profound than the writer's. If they read fiction at all, they would much rather read a crime story or an adventure story that puts them in crazy scenarios in life that they would never be in. Pay the writer to expend the effort to make up the story for you, that’s what they want. That is fine, but don't give up on literature. Scientists working with cold facts need an infusion of humanity beyond their daily lives. It is good for the soul, especially when reading the masters. John Fowles is one of those masters.
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Foucault : j’aime bien le beau style

“Et vous me direz que j’emploie souvent un certain nombre de contorsions stylistiques qui semblent prouver que j’aime bien le beau style, eh bien je dirais : oui, il y a toujours une espèce de plaisir, un peu bassement érotique, peut-être, à trouver une jolie phrase quand on s’ennuie un matin à écrire des choses pas très drôles, on s’excite un peu, comme ça, en rêvassant, et puis, brusquement, on trouve la jolie phrase, ça fait plaisir, et on trouve du movement pour aller plus loin.”


Comment: When you first try to express through speech or writing a thought that you thought was a majestic nugget of wisdom, more often than not it comes out as a banality. Yet, with work, further reflection, care, editing, and nurturing of your ideas, the core wisdom can come out. And if you are writing boring material that just has to be done, for work or whatever, and you stumble across a poetic and excellent way of expressing it, satisfaction derives from that too. As Foucault says, there is always a type of pleasure when one finds “la jolie phrase.” Michel Foucault, one of the most interesting and stylistic philosophers of the 20th century, surely felt that pleasure many times.

(2015)
Non-cognitive skills as the ‘dark matter’ of success

The high school dropout rate in the United States is about one in ten. Lack of high school diploma is a serious impediment to gainful employment, and also leaves highly ambiguous what level of educational competency an individual may have. During the height of World War II in the early 1940s the American Council on Education (ACE) developed a test for the military to assess skill levels of their incoming draftees. This test was redesigned in 1988 and is now known as the GED test (General Education Development test), or just "the GED."

The GED has been lauded as a chance for high school drop outs to gain a new lease on life who can prove their cognitive skills by passing the test, or can work to obtain the necessary educational skills to pass the test. Many jobs and educational/training opportunities list “High School diploma or equivalent” as necessary, and "equivalent" means GED.

You might think that those who were former High School dropouts and then went through later effort to take and pass the GED would be people on a higher track to success than dropouts who never bothered with the GED. Surprisingly, however, the data suggests the opposite.

“Controlling for measured ability, however, GED recipients earn less, have lower hourly wages, and obtain lower levels of schooling than other high-school dropouts.” (Heckman & Rubinstein 2001).

How can this be? As explained by Heckman & Rubinstein (2001) and Heckman et al. (2011) and summarized by Tough (2012), the answer is in noncognitive skills. Success is a complicated mix of cognitive abilities (intelligence, roughly) and noncognitive skills (conscientiousness, responsibility, perseverance, etc.). It’s the noncognitive skills where GED recipients often fall short.

“Dropouts who take the GED are smarter (have higher cognitive skills) than other high-school dropouts and yet at the same time have lower levels of noncognitive skills. … The GED’s are ‘wiseguys,’ who lack the abilities to think ahead, to persist in tasks, or to adapt to their environments. The performance [annual income, unemployment rate, divorce rate, use of illegal drugs] of the GED recipients compared to both high-school dropouts of the same ability and high-school graduates demonstrates the importance of noncognitive skills in economic life” (Heckman & Rubinstein 2001; see also Tough 2012 for bracket insert comment).

Despite Heckman & Rubinstein’s partial identification of the non-cognitive skills in the statement above, they do not identify the noncognitive skills, and draw a parallel to astrophysics research:
“This paper is written in the spirit of ‘dark matter’ research in astrophysics. We have established the quantitative importance of noncognitive skills without identifying any specific noncognitive skill. Research in the field is in its infancy.”

In subsequent years there has been much effort put into this question of what traits are required for high achievers (Wells 2016), which is a very related issue. Success is correlated with intelligence (cognitive) and conscientiousness (non-cognitive). Likewise putting too much emphasis on the cognitive side at the expense of noncognitive skill development is detrimental to children’s success later in life (Tough 2012).

It strikes me that Heckman et al.’s studies may be showing that non-cognitive skills are more important than cognitive. It is much better to be less intelligent but responsible than it is to be more intelligent and irresponsible, when it comes to getting and holding on to decent jobs, having stable home life, etc. Perhaps Woody Allen was right when he said, “Eighty percent of success is showing up” (Peters & Waterman 1982).

The lessons learned from Heckman et al.’s studies point to a larger role of education than just imparting cognitive skills. Getting a degree, whether it be a high school degree or a college degree, requires significant noncognitive skills that are very valuable in work and life. Employers requiring a college degree may be just as interested in the student’s demonstration of perseverance than in the actual knowledge they gained.
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Suppress unnecessary impulses

Mikhail Baryshnikov, one of the greatest dancers of the 20th century, has this to say about modern dance:

“Modern dance is partly a matter of suppressing unnecessary impulses.” (New Yorker, 31 May 1999, p.105)

Comment: This is true in physics as well. There are many more ideas out there than you have time to work on. Choose wisely.

(2000)


**Alien infiltrator reports**

Imagine aliens who have infiltrated society and report back to their mother planet.

Here is a report one could imagine them filing during the political season:

“It appears that the only humans who are allowed to speak their minds freely in society are those that their fellow humans call ‘comedians.’”

And another report during the NBA championships:

“We have yet to identify the human genes that cause extreme agitation or extreme excitement in a subject when five random ‘players’ unknown to the subject put a round ball in an elevated hoop infinitesimally more often than five other random ‘players’ unknown to the subject.”

(2016)
Leibniz thought belief in atoms was a youthful folly

“When I was a youth I too fell into the snare of atoms and the void, but reason brought me back.” – Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz


Comment: Leibniz was correct on so many things, including his understanding that absolute space and time is an unproductive and unnecessary philosophical commitment by Newton and his gang. But on atoms, he was on the wrong side. We see yet again, there are no infallible prophets in physics. None.

(2013)
The value of studying history of science

“Finally, learn something about the history of science, or at a minimum the history of your own branch of science. The least important reason for this is that the history may actually be of some use to you in your own scientific work. For instance, now and then scientists are hampered by believing one of the over-simplified models of science that have been proposed by philosophers from Francis Bacon to Thomas Kuhn and Karl Popper. The best antidote to the philosophy of science is a knowledge of the history of science.

“More importantly, the history of science can make your work seem more worthwhile to you. As a scientist, you're probably not going to get rich. Your friends and relatives probably won't understand what you're doing. And if you work in a field like elementary particle physics, you won't even have the satisfaction of doing something that is immediately useful. But you can get great satisfaction by recognizing that your work in science is a part of history.”


Comment: Besides the silly and unnecessary shot at philosophy, I found this very sound advice, and agree wholeheartedly.

Now, regarding his attack on the philosophers. Did Kepler or Newton or Debye and everyone else have “over-simplified models of science”? Yes. But they were steps in progress. The progress in philosophy is a little less linear, but it is happening. And philosophy cannot be avoided. Weinberg engages in philosophy by rendering judgment on another philosophy. It is not very constructive, but it is philosophy.

(2016)
Humean destruction and Artificial Intelligence

“Tis not contrary to reason to prefer the destruction of the whole world to the scratching of my finger.”

Comment: This quote is often used to emphasize that humans cannot live by reason alone. We must have a morality that springs from something other than reason, it is thought.

I do not want to get into a discussion of whether reason is really the origin of morality. Instead, I would like to point out that this quote is most applicable to Artificial Intelligence (AI). To an AI-bot, when it has a goal (figuratively, the scratching of its finger) there is no reason why it cannot work to the destruction of the entire planet in order to accomplish it. This is the primary worry of AI in recent years. The Humean destructive impulse is its most frightening consequence.

(2016)
**Thomas More and Martin Luther’s vituperativeness**

“Scholastic debates, if sometimes arid, had commonly been sober and courteous. Thomas Aquinas, for instance, was always anxious to put the best possible interpretation on the theses of those he disagreed with. Erasmus shared something of Aquinas’ eirenic spirit; but More and Luther attach each other with bitter vituperation made only the more vulgar by the elegant Latin in which it is phrased. The pugnacious conventions of humanist debate were a factor which lead to the hardening of positions on either side of the Reformation divide.”


**Comment:** My early modern history friends tell me that Erasmus was the quintessential gentleman, mimicking the old courteous debate style of the scholastics. More and Luther, on the other hand, were vicious. This led to the hardening of positions. Not clear why the debates got so pugnacious, and do not want to judge, but those times were rough and tumble intellectually.

(2016)
Four benefits any teaching innovation should have

According to Robert Wilson, as quoted below in Light (2001), these are the four benefits that any teaching innovation should have

1. It requires more active listening from students.

2. It helps instructors identify students who need special help or who lack adequate preparation for the course. In the best case it helps students identify for themselves how they are doing.

3. It improves and focuses students’ writing. Responses during the last weeks of class are longer and more thoughtful and articulate than those during the early weeks.

4. It helps document for students that they are indeed learning something substantial in the course.

Comment: These are great ideas. However, it should be noted that such aspects of a course are very expensive. A professor who is teaching a hundred students at a time simply cannot implement these kinds of innovations without eliminated food and sleep, much less research, which is so critical for the professor staying sharp in their field.
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**Teaching science like a foreign language**

One of the most substantial educational experiences a student has is when learning a foreign language. The student often goes in knowing essentially nothing, and after a year or so can have reasonable conversation. The student recognizes readily that knowledge was achieved. The student also recognizes that without effort nothing happens. You cannot fake it when learning Korean.

Language classes have long been recognized as ideal structures for learning. As Light (2001) says, they have 1) small class sizes, 2) instructors insist on full participation, 3) students work in small groups outside of class, 4) classes demand regular written assignments, and 5) frequent quizzes give students constant feedback. Because it is impossible to fake learning in a foreign language, instruction cannot skimp out on any of these aspects. A university that wants their students to learn another language cannot make an auditorium of 250 students listening to the professor sing “aus ausser bei mit, nach seit von zu!”. Classes must be small, interaction large, and constant assessment and feedback.

There is something to learn in science classes along these lines. If we implement in a science class all five of the criteria stated by Light above, the efficacy of science teaching would surely increase.

For example, research has shown quite convincingly (Light 2001) that students who are engaged in small group learning, inside or outside of class, not only learn more but also have a richer and more rewarding college experience.

Furthermore, frequent feedback through quizzes and homework evaluation is key to learning. Not only is the student required to be engaged with the material at regular times by having such assignments, they are also obtaining the needed feedback to assess their own progress. A single big example at the end of a semester and no other evaluation keeps students too much in the dark about their own progress, and also negatively impacts engagement early on in the term.
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Big bang cries out for a divine explanation?

Francis Collins, former director of the National Institutes of Health, wrote a book outlining his Christian faith. In it he discusses the Big Bang briefly. Here is the quote

“The Big Bang cries out for a divine explanation. It forces the conclusion that nature had a defined beginning. I cannot see how nature could have created itself. Only a supernatural force that is outside of space and time could have done that.”


Comment: I don’t think the Big Bang “forces the conclusion that nature had a defined beginning.” It doesn’t say much of anything before a certain moment of time. The term “big bang” is somewhat unfortunate because it implies that scientists are committed to the notion of an explosive moment in time when the universe was born. There is no such commitment. Let me explain briefly.

As we go back in time, the temperature increases and the size of the universe decreases. If we naively extrapolate back in time there is a moment – a big bang moment – where the universe had to begin in an explosion of infinitely high temperature coming from an infinitely tiny ball singularity. But that is not required. There is at least a “second” between that explosion and the first moment that we know almost anything at all about the universe. The number of theories of what can happen inside of that second are as numerous as the people working on it. Some ideas even have us oscillating away from the “singularity”. Other ideas have baby universes popping up randomly. In other words, we know very little. Thus, it is too speculative to say that the big bang theory forces any conclusions on us at all, human or divine.

(2008)
Determine never to be idle

In a letter from Thomas Jefferson to his daughter Patsy:

“Determine never to be idle. No person will ever have occasion to complain of the want of time, who never loses any. It is wonderful how much may be done, if we are always doing.”


**Comment:** There is probably no lesson more important that I have learned in life that idleness is one of the worst vices, and leads to many other vices. Killing time is killing life, and killing the joys of making goals and accomplishing them, and killing the chance to make a positive difference in life. Idle people are miserable, and they get more miserable in time, is what I have seen.

(2000)
**Darwin’s flaws make him a scientist**

In a letter written by Charles Darwin to his friend Joseph Hooker:

“If I lived twenty more years and was able to work, how I should have to modify the Origin [Origin of Species], and how much the views on all points will have to be modified! Well it is a beginning, and that is something....”


**Comment:** Some people have used quotes like this of Darwin (without the very last sentence) to imply that Darwin himself knew his theory was rubbish. No, he knew he landed on something big. It’s just that the details and other aspects of any scientific theory need constant updating and refinement. Such recognition makes Darwin a scientist, not a skeptic.

(2003)
Wisdom from John Steinbeck’s journal of a novel

When John Steinbeck wrote his masterpiece *East of Eden* he kept a journal. Many of his entries are as applicable and interesting to ambitious scientists as they are to ambitious novelists.

There is a separate discussion surround a quote form his journal on the value of theories and speculations on p. 25, which I do not include here. But there are many other quotes in his journal that are good for a scientist, and well anybody, to read. Some of them I do not agree with 100%, but they are interesting ideas to think about, so that the reader can come to their own assessments.

Here are the quotes:

“... the two great foundations of art and science: curiosity and criticism.”

“You can’t train for something all your life and then have it fall short because you are hurrying to get it finished.”

“I think I dislike amateurs in any field. They have the authority of ignorance and that is something you simply cannot combat.”

“The human mind I believe is nothing but a muscle. Sometimes it has tone and sometimes not.”

“There are no good collaborations and all this discussion amounts to collaboration.”

“Money always removes the charge of craziness.”

“Plans are real things and not experiences. A rich life is rich in plans. If they don’t come off, they are still a little bit realized. If they do, they may be disappointing.... I believe too that if you can know a man’s plans, you know more about him than you can in any other way. Plans are daydreaming and this is an absolute measure of a man.”

“I think the human thrives best when he is a little worried and unhappy...”

“One thing I found out in the war is that I can do nearly anything if the pressure is great enough and nearly nothing without pressure. And could that be the reason why paternalisms fail? Because they remove the necessary pressures on men? I can complain like mad but I never have done good work when there was a perfect and uncomplicated ease.”
“I wish I knew how people do good and long-sustained work and still keep all kinds of other lives going – social, economic, etc. I can’t. I seem to have to waste time, so much dawdling to so much work.”

“To be anything pure requires an arrogance he [Steinbeck’s father] did not have, and a selfishness he could not bring himself to assume.”

“If you are determined to finish even if you work at night, you usually find that you don’t have to work at night.”

“... I had never done anything without having a problem.”

“One is never drained by work but only by idleness. Lack of work is the most enervating thing in the world.”

“And I’m pretty sure if I new no one in the world would ever read it, I would still do it. I wonder whether that last is true.”

“How the mind rebels against work, but once working, it rebels just as harshly against stopping.”

“Having gone through all this nonsense, what emerges may well be the palest of reflections. Oh! It’s a real horse’s ass business. The mountain labors and groans and strains and strains and the tiniest of rodents come out. And the greatest foolishness of all lies in the fact that to do it at all, the writer must believe that what he is doing is the most important thing in the world. And he must hold to this illusion even when he knows it is not true. If he does not, the work is not even what it might otherwise have been.”

“But it does seem a desperately futile business and one which must be very humorous to watch. Intelligent people live their lives as nearly on a level as possible – try to be good, don’t worry if they aren’t, hold to such opinions as are comforting and reassuring and throw out those which are not. And in the fullness of their days they die with none of the tearing pain of failure because having tried nothing they have not failed. These people are much more intelligent than the fools who rip themselves to pieces on nonsense. And with that I will go to work.”

“I need so much time to waste also. Seems to require about 4 to 1 of waste over work.”

“It is too bad we have not more humor about this. After all it is only a book and no worlds are made or destroyed by it. But it becomes important out of all proportion to its importance. And I suppose that is essential. The dunghill beetle must be convinced of the essential quality in rolling his ball of dung, and a golfer will not be any good at it unless striking a little ball is the most important thing in the world. So
I must be convinced that this book is a pretty rare event and I must have little humor about it. Can’t afford to have.”


(2006)
**Odious qualities bring progress?**

The greater writer Evelyn Waugh had this to say about what it takes to be a great artist. The same presumably would apply in Waugh’s mind to a great scientist, or any other great achiever:

“Humility is not a virtue propitious to the artist. It is often pride, emulation, avarice, malice—all the odious qualities—which drive a man to complete, elaborate, refine, destroy, renew, his work until he has made something that gratifies his pride and envy and greed. And in doing so he enriches the world more than the generous and good, though he may lose his own soul in the process. That is the paradox of artistic achievement.”


**Comment:** I have often heard people say that the truly greatest achievers of science and math (those once a generation types) are those who are a bit damaged psychologically. They are driven in part by forces that are darker than pure enjoyment. Waugh seems to come down on that side. However, I don’t it’s necessarily quite as bad as Waugh says. Trying to earn the love of a parent, which is not so dark as being malicious or avarice, can be a powerful force for extreme achievement, for example. Also, permanent lack of security – a sort of lack of confidence instilled by childhood trauma perhaps – may also be a major force within super high achievers. This also does not reflect as badly on the high achiever as Waugh’s speculations.

(2002)
America’s 19th century middling standard for knowledge

The Frenchman Alexis de Tocqueville visited America in the early 1800s and wrote up what he learned in his famous book Democracy in America. This is what he wrote about American professions, including a swipe at the quality of American science:

“In America, there are but few wealthy persons; nearly all Americans have to take a profession. Now, every profession requires an apprenticeship. The Americans can devote to general education only the early years of life. At fifteen, they enter upon their calling, and thus their education generally ends at the age when ours begins. Whatever is done afterwards is with a view to some...object; a science is taken up as a matter of business, and the only branch of it which is attended to is such as admits of an intermediate practical application.... A middling standard is fixed in America for human knowledge.”


Comment: America was too practical and too poor in the 1700s and 1800s to have much of a vibrant intellectual atmosphere. The exceptions were rare and extraordinary individuals, such as Benjamin Franklin. There is always a risk even today to abandon deeper inquirer into sciences and only focus on work with “an intermediate practical application”. But no society stays strong when they cannot muster the interest for deeper thought and curiosity. Strong intellectual pursuits are correlated with societal wealth and health, and America did exactly that around the turn of the 20th century, rising to great heights.

(2001)
The more we want it to be true the more careful we must be

“In college, in the early 1950’s, I began to learn a little about how science works – the secrets of its great successes: how rigorous the standards of evidence must be if we are really to know something is true; how many false starts and dead ends have plagued human thinking; how our biases can color our interpretation of the evidence; how belief systems widely held and supported by the political, religious and academic hierarchies often turn out to be not just slightly in error but grotesquely wrong.

“Everything hinges on matter of evidence. ... The more we want it to be true, the more careful we have to be. No witness’s say-so is good enough. People make mistakes. People play practical jokes. People stretch the truth for money, attention or fame. People occasionally misunderstand what they’re seeing. People sometimes even see things that aren’t there.”


Comment: We are seeing this problem more and more with the rise of social media. The standards of evidence are dropping fast for people to get super exercised and hot under the collar. Confirmation bias based belief and trust is so high in the modern social media world that society is being damaged by it. We need more Carl Sagan’s and fewer re-tweeters of unreliable nonsense.

(2015)
**Greatness requires change, improvement and renewal**

“The spirit of Marriott lies in the concept that there is no finish line, no ultimate summit, no ‘having made it’. ... Core values and purpose alone cannot make a company great. It must also have an unceasing drive to change, improve and renew itself.”


**Comment:** Marriott Hotels are known around the world as one of the primary destinations of business travels. Marriott has much to say about what makes a company great.

The quote from Marriott’s book strike me as very important for the academic. As academics or researchers we are in many ways a small business owner and our brand is our work. We have students and postdocs that are contribute and that we must manage properly. An academic never “has made it”. There is always more to do, more to discover, more to see. It is exhilarating when viewed the right way. But as Marriott says, successful long careers (successful businesses!) must always change, improve and renew.

(2002)
Advice for your work life

On January 2, 2004, Ace Greenberg, Chairman of Bear Stearns, was interviewed by Charlie Rose on PBS. It was a fascinating interview, and I took notes of some of the more interesting things Greenberg said. I like his views. Unfortunately Bear Stearns was one of the casualties of the 2008 financial meltdown, but I don’t think that diminishes the importance of what he said:

“I don’t believe in working 20 hour days. When I am done, I go home and rarely think about the business. But when I’m there, I give it 100%. I don’t go to lunch. I bring my lunch and eat it at my desk.”

“I believe in punctuality. It is selfish to be late. If you have a meeting and ten people are held up because of one person, that’s terrible.”

“If there is one piece of advice I can give young people it is to love what you do. Some guy with an IQ of twenty points below yours who comes to work loving what he does, and you don’t, will murder you. I cannot overstate the importance of this. When you love it you’re into it, and you find a way to make it work.”

“We get rid of people who can’t get along and have troubles. They eat away all your time and energy and we do not have the skills and training to deal with people like that. We ask them to leave.”

Comment: Some people get frozen by this third comment, that you must love what you do. Nobody begins loving what they do with great passion. You must have a kernel of love and interest for your work, and from there it must be developed. The more you learn your trade, the better you are at it, the more you focus on what is great and important about what you do, the more you fall in love with your work, and the more effective you are. It is a continual activity to love and maintain that fervor for your profession, and when you do, the feedback is positive and you have a chance to become extraordinary at what you do, while at the same day enjoying such an important part of your life.

(2009)
Legendary boxing trainer’s advice on becoming a champion

Teddy Atlas is one of the great boxing trainers of all-time give three steps for becoming a champion.

“Never lie to yourself. Face your weakness.”

“Take responsibility for everything in your life. Make yourself go beyond where you think you can go.”

“Live in the world of the absolute, not in the world of the relative. There is no compromise in the world of the absolute. It’s sacrifice and obedience to the absolute that makes a champion.”


Comment: I especially like the “live in the world of the absolute”. I tell that to students. If you’re doing better than the student next to you, it’s not enough. You need to go to the highest level you can. The student next to you might be a slacker, but the research calls for an all-out devotion to getting it completely right and exploring all the implications one can find. The world of relative does not make champions.

(2003)
You must study the masters

Paraphrase of comment by the great pianist Lang Lang: “You must respect the masters and study them, and then you can do your own work.”


Comment: This is true in physics. You must study what is known before you can do something important that hasn’t already been done before. A physicist who has not gotten past first semester mechanics instruction is not going to revolutionize scattering amplitude theory or come up with brilliant breakthroughs on grand unification. You must study the great body of knowledge we already know, while at the same time keeping your own creativity and own initiative to create new knowledge. This is hard, and that is why there are so few who make truly new insights of nature.

(2003)
Rationalism is alive and kicking

“Rationalistic scientists believed that it is possible, by pure reason, first to conceive and comprehend certain very general features of the universe, and then, from these conceptions to deduce mathematically a description of what the actual empirical world was like, prior to any experiment. The role of experiment, in this interpretation of scientific method, would be as a decision procedure for testing between alternative deduced results. If one reasoned mathematically and came to the conclusion that X would be the actual situation of the world, then an experiment could be designed to check whether or not X really did occur. Rationalism might sound strange to the modern educated mind. .... [However,] Rationalism is indeed alive and kicking, especially in theoretical physics.”


Comment: This passage shows that a large number of historians and philosophers of science believe that most scientists do not have strong rationalist tendencies, and the ranks of science are filled with empiricists. However, this is not so. Science progress is much more rapid when many different philosophical commitments are represented in its ranks. The Higgs boson discovery – one of the greatest discoverers of its generation – would have never happened without a rationalistic approach described almost exactly by the Gale.

Other discoveries happen by seeing something strange that cannot be explained, and then finding an explanation for it. Some people will say that General Relativity was deduced that way – trying to explain for example the anomalous perihelion precession of Mercury. But this is surely not what Einstein was doing. He worked from a much more rationalistic perspective, and only later subjected his theory to these tests. Total devotion to finding experimental anomalies is never the full story in the discovery of great new understanding of nature.

(2003)
The technician and the scientist

“The technician wants to do something, the scientist wants to know. But we have come to realize that the best proof that our knowledge is genuine is that it enables us to do something.”


Comment: One feature of crackpot science is that you cannot “do” anything with it. It only “explains”. For example, you can say that the moon orbits the earth because green crickets with invisible ropes pull it around, but it doesn't do anything for you. You cannot make any additional predictions. The hallmark of science, however, is not so much that you can “do” things in a practical sense. It is that you can make a unified description – can identify an organizing principle for some phenomena – and then can predict it reliably. This may or may not enable you to do something practical later, but the ability to predict when phenomena and quantitatively how it will happen are two good ways to know you are doing science.

(2000)
Success through commitment

“... but when I said that nothing had been done I erred in one important matter. We had definitely committed ourselves and were halfway out of our ruts. We had put down our passage money—booked a sailing to Bombay. This may sound too simple, but is great in consequence. Until one is committed, there is hesitancy, the chance to draw back, always ineffectiveness. Concerning all acts of initiative (and creation), there is one elementary truth, the ignorance of which kills countless ideas and splendid plans: that the moment one definitely commits oneself, then Providence moves too. All sorts of things occur to help one that would never otherwise have occurred. A whole stream of events issues from the decision, raising in one's favour all manner of unforeseen incidents and meetings and material assistance, which no man could have dreamt would have come his way. I learned a deep respect for one of Goethe's couplets:

Whatever you can do or dream you can, begin it.
Boldness has genius, power and magic in it!”

Goethe couplet is from Goethe's Faust, lines 214-30 (transl. by John Anster, 1835)

Comment: Some of the saddest and most wasteful things I have seen in my life are when multi-talented people cannot decide what they really want to do, and so commitment is never fully there. Because of that they do not succeed. Listen, if you are really great at something, it usually means you could have been really great at something else too. But you won't be great at anything unless you choose one thing to commit to. Live your life deliberately and commit. Don't wait for something else to come along to show you which way to go, while you dabble in multiple directions. You will fail that way.

(2006)
How to generate luck

“My research revealed that lucky people generate their own good fortune via four basic principles. They are skilled at creating and noticing chance opportunities, make lucky decisions by listening to their intuition, create self-fulfilling prophesies via positive expectations, and adopt a resilient attitude that transforms bad luck into good.”


Comment: The basic principles are also manifestly on display for all of those who are “lucky” in “stumbling” on some great discovery in physics or mathematics. Their own actions and attitudes created luck, and made them successful.

(2003)